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Tfct Municipal Laboratory, And Its in the throat for several weeks afte
oil signs of the disease have disappearUm.
ed. Theso bacteria are often virulent,
aar Raai fcr Dr. ElUrbraeK I Iht Laaa even after so long an existence in the
Cottaty Radical Caavtatlaa lait
healing tissues, and are capable of
Wadaata'ar Ivaalaf.
causing the death of a Guinea pig. InWithin the pout few years various dividuals poiessing such dangerous ormunicipal governments have established ganisms can easily Infect other persons
well equipped bacteriological labrato-rie-s, either through the practice of kissing,
where physicians may take advan- or by means of tho various irresponsitage of the aid afforded by the many ble acts of children. The practice of
transferring candy, slate pencils, etc,
modern scientific diagnostic tests.
Among the most useful of these may from the mouth of convalescent to that
be mentioned the bacterial test for of a healthy child. Diphtheria, therefore, In most cases, must be caused by
diphtheria.
the actual transference of the bacillus
It is hardly nocewary to remind you
from one throat to another, often by
that many fibrinous, as well as other means of
some Intermediate infected
inflammations of the throat and air
agent. These, and many other possipassages, are due to the presence of a
bilities of infection rendered it absospecific germ culled the diphtheria bacillutely necessary that several careful
lus. This bucillus may be easily recogbacteriological
examinations
should
nized when present in the inflamed resend in negative results, before the papiratory tract by means of a very simtient is allowed to mingle with the pubple method. This method is based uplic.
on the fact that when the germs of
At times, simple infhmed throats, or
diphtheria is placed upon the slanted
even typical attacks of follicular tonsurface of coagulated blood serum,
silitis, are due to the diphtheria bacilwithin a sterile test tube, that a rapid
lus, and ttirse conditions cm only be
reproduction of the ovaninm takes
accurately diagnosed by means of the
place, even to the exclusion of other
microscope.
bacteria if present.
One of the most characteristic results
Paper boxes containing a sterilo cot- of the presence of the bacillus of diphton swab, and tube of corguluted serum theria in the respiratory tract is the forare placed at various points convenient mation of a grayish nwnibninc. This
to physicians. In a cuso of suspected may merely be present on the tonsils,
diphtheria, the cotton swab is gently or it may involve tle entire tract, and
rubbed over the surface of the Inflamed even causo death by suffocation from
portions of the throat and tonsils.and narrowing tho lumen of the traches or
this swab containing the secretions of windpipe. This membrane consists of
the throat, is then smeared over the fine interlacing threads of a material
surface of the inflamed portions of the fibrinc including within its meshes
throat and tonsils, and this owab con- many pus cells and numerous diphtheria
taining the secretions of the throat, is bacilli. The luttcr not only bring about
then smeared over the surface of the local changes, but they form a powerblood serum. The tubes are 'then re- ful poison at this area of lucal inflamturned to the laboratory and placed ii. mation, which is absorbed, and carried
an incubator, mantained at the temper- into the circulation. This poison, or
ature of the human body (about 36 deg- toxin
perhaps the most frequent
rees C.) and are allowed to grow fui cause of death in neglected diphtheria.
for twelve hours. At the end of I
The pivtl'iction of a toxin, or puirsn,
if the bacillus oT diphtheria be
by the dipthcrin bnccillus has been menpresent, it makes its appearance or.
tioned. This toxin luis been secured
the surface of the serum as numerous in concentrated
a
form by means of the
yellow, small, elevated dots, or a more
Large flasks of
following procedure:
diffuse, homogeneous growth, consistbeef tea are inoculated with a
dorile
ing of many thousands of individual
pure culture of the dipthcrin germ,
bacteria. These collections ate culled
ullowed to remain for
and this fluid
A small portion of one of
colonies.
from ten to thirty days. By this time
these colonies is then transferred to a a largo deposit has taken place in the
glass needle, and spread on a large fluid consisting of myriads of bacteria.
area by means of dilution in a drop of This fluid is then filtered through
water. After drying, the specimen is
porcelain, and the clear filtrate
stained by means of an aniline culled is found to contain avery powerful poiLoefTlers Methylene blue, and the slide, son in solution, capable of causing death
containing the bacteria, is then ready of guinea pigs in very small doses. -The About 0.015 of one cubic centimeter
for microscopical examination.
bacillus of diphtheria can be easily rec- would kill a guinea pig weighing 300
ognized if present, owing to its characRoughly speaking, about 3
grains.
This or- cubic centimeters would kill a man
teristic staining properties.
ganization will only take up the stain weighing 7u kilograms, or 140 pcunds.
at either end of its body, while all of
This fluid is now injected into the tisthe other bacteria present will stain
of a healthy horse, beginning with
sues
Throughout their entire extent. The
doses as small as 0.5 of one cubic cendiphtheria germ, therefore, stands out
This dose is gradually intimeter.
as a light blue rod with club shaped
creased until in about 80 days the ani
ends, and can always be differentiated
mal can stand a large adose aa 250 cufrom any other bacterium present.
bic centimetem, or about one fourth of
At times, however, in normal throats, a quurt.
The animal Is then immune,
there exists a germ called the
or Incapable of contracting diptheria,
bacillus. This differes from and the blood scrum of such an animal
the true diphtheria bacillus in
is capable of protecting other animaU
pointed ends, in staining regularly, against the poison of diptheria, even
and in its failure to ki.l juinca p!gs after the di.ieuse has become establish
after inoculation. After growth for ed. This blood serum forms the clinical
21 hours in this medium it may be abremedy known aa antitoxin and is
solutely distingáis!! fro n thi real or- merely made by withdrawing the blood
ganism by its failure to produce vn of tho horso fram the jugular vein, and
acid in a solution of sugar In beef tea. allowing tho serum to separate from
The diphtheria germ causes the produc- the clot. The fluid is then put into
tion of an acid, which can readily be small bottles, and with the addition of
discovered by simply plucing a small some antiseptic ia marketed aa a cure
drop of fluid on a piece of blue litmus for diphtheria.
paper. The latter will of course turn
The resulta of this remedy, as used
red in the presence of tho acid, and re- by hypodermic injection diivo been
main unchanged by the fluid culture of moat gratifying, and numerous tables
bacillus. This can be cited to sho the great reducthe
organism cam usually be easily distin- tion In the mortality from diphtheria,
guished from its more dangerous cous- which has followed the use.
in by Its regulur staining, and pointed
The America Pediatric Society have
ends, and no further experiments are lately publitihed a report, upon
canecessary.
antitoxwith
treated
diphtheria
of
ses
Thus the physician is enabled to secure in. In which the mortality was only 13
an accurate dhgnosis 12 hours after his per ceni. Tho New York Health Board
first visit. This, is not only useful in HtatiBtics show a mortality of 17 per
regard to the treatment of doubtful cent while Chicago only gives 6.4 per
ewes, but it U alw of value In a Hord- cent; Welch tables give a mortality of
17 per cent in 7.000 cuses.
ing a means of Isolating cases of diph- about figures are compared to a morThese
from
theria until the throat Is free
tality of about 50 per. cent previous to
germs, and all danger of Infecting the the use of antitoxin, and are very
striking.
surrounding community Is over.
Let us c'oso with a quotation from
pointed
have
observers
of
A number
Welch'a article. He snys: "Anti dipout the fact that diphtheria Is often theria serum is a specific curative agent
is the duty of the
spread by means of the convalescent for diphtheria and
use
it."
to
physician
remain
often
disease
this
The germs of
hi.-tim-

pseudo-diphtheri-

pseodo-diphtheri-
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luna county, n. m., Friday, june
Rastla'a Loss.
The complete story of the battle of
the the sea of Japan must be reserved
for a later day. And when it Is written, we shall know why the Japanese
did not send their swift cruisers to intercept the Russian colleries; why Togo
did not attack the first division of the
fleet before it was reinforced by the
second squadron? In the light of subsequent events, it can scarcely be
doubted that immediately upon the fall
of Port Arthur and destruction of the
first eastern squadron, Togo and his officers were anxious that Russia would
dispatch to the Far East every vessel
that she could possibly get in
for there can be little doubt,
judging from their evidently
plan of enticing the Russian fleet
into the Sea of Japan, that they were
perfectly satsflod that every ship that
left the Baltic would be a ship lost to
the Russian imperial navy.
That they were right was proved with
a completeness that must have aston
ished even the Japanese themselves.
For out of that awful tragedy in the
Sea of Japan there escaped to
a solitary cruiser and one or
two torpedo boats, to tell rf the final
obliteration not merely of the Russian
fleet, but of the Russian navy itself -for outside of a few modern battleships
locked up by treaty in the Black Sea,
Russia's modern navy does not exist.
Except for a few obsolete cruisers and
battleships in the Baltic, and two or
three battered cruisers at Vladivostok,
y
Russia is
literally without a
navy that she can use on the high seas.
com-mislo- n;

Valdi-vosto-

to-da-

Red Men 0 filters.
The following grand officers are elected to serve in the grand council of
New Mexico Red Men during the coming year.
Great prophet, Wm. A. Kreamer.Gal-lup- ;
great sachem, Leon L. Gixlehaux.
Deming; great senior vgumore, G. .
Trieilenbloom,
Roswell; great junior
sagamore, David Detihum, Albuquerque; great chief of records, E. McElroy,
Las Vegas; great keeper of wum,uin,
Wm. L Lewis, Lu Ve.n; grail san-niJ. N. I'lutt, Gallup; great guurJ
of forest, Wm. G. Bro.vn, Cvktbxl;
great Mishenera, Jumes McCartney,
Capitán; great ropresenUtive, A. J.
Mitchell, Albuquerque.

No. 18

Territorial Board of Education.

RAILROAD TIME

The Board met last Sai urday in Santa
Fe at the offlco of the superintendent
of Public Instruction. Under the law
the board is authorized to grant professional certificates to such teachers
as it deems qualified to receive the
same.
applications,
Out of seventy-fiv- e
forty-tw- o
received fivey ear certificates,
and fourteen life certificates. Among
the latter we notice the name of Miss
Grace Osmer. We congratulate Miss
Osmer on this recognition of her merits
by the Territorial Board.
Aa Auspicióos ppenlng.
The attendance at the Lewis and
Clark Exposition on Thursday, June 1,
the opening day, was but a few hundred short of 40,000. The day was fine,
and the opening exercises were characterized by an enthusiasm which means
much for the success of the enterniise.

-- Southern

The beginning of Chicago's present
big strike was in the dissatisfaction of
about twenty men.
It has knocked
thousands out of jobs, resulted in G3
deaths and nearly a thousand assaults,
not to mention expenses.
Cuban Diarrhoea.
U. S. soldiers who served in Cuba
during the Spanish war know what this
diseaso is, and that ordinary remodif j
have little more effect than so much
water. Cuban diarrhoea is almost its
severe and dangerous as a mild attack
of cholera. There is but one remedy,
however, that enn alwnys be depended
upon as will be seen by the following
certificate from Mrs. Minnie Jacobs of
hereby certify
Houston, Texas:
that Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhea Remedy cuted my husband cf
a severe attack of Cuban diurihoea,
which he brought home from Cuim.
We had several doctors but they did
him no good. One bottle of this remedy cure him. us out neighbor will
testify. I thank God for so valuable n
medicine." For sale by all Druggists.
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Room to rent. Corner of Hemlock
St and Copper Ave. Inquire of

Mrs. Shakespeare.
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SETTING MACHINE.
ROLLER BEARING,
K1CH GRADE.

It is The Han.
Peter, the

ig, 1905.

t.

geatest of the Romanoffs,

believed in ships, but not in men. Russia's sunken fleet, dead, wounded and

ROOMS

captured sailors are the malt-ria- l
effect!
of Peter's idea. Japan fifty yean ago
began on the theory that a nation's
power is in her people. And the unerring gunnery of the keen little men
with Togo ugunsi the assault of men
cursed with stupidity born of oppression,
proved how much t'm better is Japan's
theory of government. Tht? fault of
the defeat is not with those who died
for Russia Snturduy. The blame lirs
with her dead i.nd and living

With

TO

KENT.

or Without

Board.

Innquire of
Mrs. D. Z. MOORE,
Corner Railroad nnd Iron Avenue

'

I

Automate

u

I

Our New Location
Is in The

Kinsworthy Blocli,
(Opposite Post Office.)

r Where we will be pleas-

Kansas paper awarded a prize
offered for the best answer to the
query, "Why is a newspaper like a
woman?" to the answer given by a
woman: "Because every man should
have one of his own and not run after
his neighbors."
A

An

A church fair was raided by the Chicago police and those in churge were
locked up. From this it may be inferred that there are people in Chicago
who the police are not afraid to tackle.

"Phizzer has started up a soJa fount-

ain."
"Why,

how could

Phizzer do that?

hasn't a penny of his own."

"Well, I heaJd him say he had the
fountain charged."

reliable, honest,
high grade tew

STRONGEST GUARANTEE.

National Sewing Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO.
FACTORY AT BELVIDCM.

f.

CAL.
DU.

ed to book your order

for all grades of lumber
and material to build
your New House,
TIIONE

of This
Celebrated Six hole
STEEL
RANGE

With

These are three common alimenta for
Pain Balm is
valuable. If promtly applied it
will save you time, money and suffering when troubled with any one of
these ailimenta. For sale by all Drug
gists.

reservoir.

t

55.

11

Only

A Car load
H

--

W. R. MERRILL.

JUST RECEIVED

Sprained AnSlt, StilT NecK, Lame
Shoulder.
which Chamberlain's

by buying this
Ing machine.

Earnest Seeller.

"Man proposes " spake the parson,
When a spinister waved her fan,
And the worshipers all gigpled
As she asked:" Where is the man?"

He

Mr.)' V(f

r

$27.50
Don't
Miss

This

J. A. IÍAH0IÍEY, liousa Furnisher.
Z2

C

from this concern since the first
of the year. Under the terms of
the contract all locomotives are
Two Dollars Per Annum to be delivered in Japan before

THE DEMING GRAPHIC.
Issukd Eve by Friday

Henry Meyer's

Done Neatly and Cheaply by

WHOLESALE

December.
A. L.

Sangre, Editor and Manager.

atataiatatataia tat ai4ta.t a
2

Get aa Electric Door Dtll
All Kinds of Electrical Woti

Ü Ixnprcvenent Co.

(SL

THE

Ccsnty Telephcn?

Luna

All For "Heavenly Union."
it looks as if the New Mexican
The daily newspapers in the were on top, as the people of our
Q Co,
P
central cities of our Territory are Territory who want single state- s
having scraps and some bitter hood out number those who favor
ones. The Albuqurque Citizen joint strtehood by at least five to
JOHN H. CAIN, Proprietor.
is fighting the Albuquerque Jour- one. The funny part about these
New and First Class in
Stationery, Perfumery
nal on the question of the exten- papers is that they think their
Electric
every
respect
And Toilet Articles.
sion of the franchise of the own cities are the "entire
Lights, Telephone, Baths
Water Supply Company for cheese" and that there is mighty
Special Attention Given to
all modern conveniences
twenty-on- e
years longer, al- little left in our Territory outside
; Prescription Department.
though that franchise has still of Albuquerque, Las Vegas and 2 Reasonable ran Prices
about fourteen years to run. Santa Fe, although the latter
;
The position of the Citizen is for does not appear as selfish and as
A. II. Thompson
the people and against the corpo- envious as do the others.
OLDEST RESORT
lu
The New Mexican at any rate,
ration that owns the Albuquerlets.
In Town.
, an
alaste
que Journal, and it is said, con- never says anything derogatory
Well acquainted with live stock inter
trols the stock of the Water Sup- of any section of the Territory
Best
J
J
Good, Clean meals at all hours
ests troughout the country. Call on me.
ply Company, although, on the but pnblishes and has published
Cull and see us.
Deer and Liquors
Fong Louis
surface, the same is supposed to many articles of great value and Fong Kim
Proprietors.
ALWAYS CN HAND
have been sold to a syndicate of that paper is constantly adver
f
Albuquerqueans, among whom tising and pushing forward every
JOHN DECKERT
are two or three men of not very part of our Territory, although it
SECRET
Barber Shon
savery character and reputation. seems to give much space to
SOCIETIES
The Citizen insists that the Water Santa Fe's afiairs. The other
A Clean Shave'and an
I'p to Data Haircut.
MRS. ROUNTREE'S
Supply Company now has a fran- papers, especially the Journal and
Dentin Chanter, No. 8. R. A. M,. mli aeow
chise which is oppressive on the the Optic see but little except Thuraitay In each month in Maannic hall. (h.U
Godchaoi
El. 1'FNNiNimiN Sec
:
town and under which the Water what is confined within their avenue.
Supply Company collects big own city limits and are very local
(Formerly French Lonlt's Cafe.)
No. 1. 1. O. O. F. moeta .very
Domine Ln,l
water rates and has a soft snap; in their treatment of Territorial Monday
night at Odd r'ellnwi' hail. corner Silver
JOHN COR RETT.
avenue.
John au.ikon. sec
'ine Street. Next door to Bol- that this franchise should not questions.
ich's Store. -- Reprular and
be given another lease of life for The New Mexican and the Cit- Ruth Chantar Na t. O. E. 8.. meet a (lrt and
Ice, Beer. Sodawater
Short Order Meals.
hal
Miiannic
in
Tumlaye
month
third
of
each
twenty-on- e
years, as this would izen together are a pretty strong Uukl avenue.
Mux. J. ti. Muir See,
doubtless prove very bad for the team and too much, if they stick
Deviso,
Open from 5:30 a. m. to 9:30 p. m
N. M.
IVminr Council No. I. R. é 8. M.. meeta every
city. The Albuquerque Journal, together, for the other two pa- Thurlay
Mammic
hall,
Okl
in aach month in
Mrs. E. F. Rountree. Prop.
G. A. Shupiikrd T. I. M
on the other hand, claims that pers combined with half a dozen avenue.
the city must have more water weekly papers.
MeOortv Commandery No. 4. K.. T.. meet the
DEMING LAUNDRY
facilities now and that it makes
Job WorK.
Considering everything and fourth Thuratlay In aarh month in M.vmr nail
Quid avenue,
Kl. I'rnninuton. Sec.
no difference how much and how especially that the newspaper
letter Heads, Rill Heads, Envelopes,
high the charges for water will field in Albuquerque is extensive Ifeminc iMn No. 12. A. F. A A. M.. merta the liusineM Ctmia, Visiting Cards, Mar All classes of Laundry work
Ant Thuraday in each month in the Mmmit hull riajfe Certificates, Checks. Receipts,
done to Please.
be, because the present need of and the best in the Territory and (ild
Eu. I'bnnini.ton Secretary
Avenue.
Dodders, and Handbills printed in up
the extension of the water mains that the business chances of a
to date sty in and on short notice at the
Tribe. No. IS. Imumved Order r
and supply is imparative.
daily paper in Las Vegas are su- RedHuachuca
Men. meeta every month 'Jnd ami 4th Thure. Graphic office.
K. M. t.ksnin.
f. hall.
The Santa Fe New Mexican has perior to those in Santa Fe, the day in K.orChief
Spe-cialt- y.
Cuffs,
of Recordé Alt' Thnmpaun,
come to the rescue of the Citizen New Mexican is on top and gives
7
and between the two they have its opponents more than they bar- rVmlna; IMt. No. 30. K. of P., meeta fint and
third Tueadaya of each month in K. of P. hall.
driven the Journel into a corner gained for and generally gets Gold
Ave.
Out of town trade solicited.
P. BURDICK. K. R. S,
f ron which it jumps out occasion- away with them. The fighting
Give us a Call.
ally attacking its its opponents capacity of that paper seems to
in a vieious manner but doing be on top at all times and of a
Deming
Lodgi
b.
little harm.
strong kind.
It is thoroughly
No. 7, A. O. U
The Citizen and New Mexican well posted upon political and
W. meets every
seem to have about convinced the Territorial news and, as stated
JUNKET.
Wednesday in K
people of Alburque that no ex- above, does impartial and steady
Something
Delicate. Dcilrlnut
of P. hall, Gold
..
tension of the franchise should work for every section of the 2V
na ci
saying many good
Avenue.
easily, quickly or cheaply prepared,
be given and it looks as if the Territory,
t is goo.1 for ANVONK, but particu-Frank
words
Plliu.irs.Rwonler.
cities,
for
other
towns
the
six members of the city council
t0 Chlw,,'
validi
Art you a lufferer?
are ready to vote for the interest and settlements whenever occalWÜc
Florida Camp No,
Hai your doctor been uiuuc
had on,y irom
of the people and against the sion is at hand
W. U. w.
meet
Wagon.
cusfui?
ibJ second
and fourth
.
bidding of the Water Supply
Y
Wouldn't yoo ptfcr to treat
Tuesdays in K. of
W. T. Russell Prop.
Company and those who are suphall Gold Ave.
yourself AT HOME?
Is Life Worth Living?
posed to own its stock.
W. P. TOSSELL Clerk
Nearly 1 .,100.000 women hare
Well that depends, when a
bonijlit Wine of Cardui fiom
The Las Vegas Optic jumps on
Rosch & Leupold
Uieir dniiiRinU and have cured
is spending half a million
the New Mexican because that man
themielvti at home, of inch
dollars of others people's money, &
CONTRACTORS
troublii as periodical, bearing
paper a few days ago in a very
and BUILDERS
down and ovarian paina,
his own pleasure, it doubtless
for
Directory
Church
handsomely printed and illustratbarrenneu,
Agents
nervousiicas,
for Celebrated James
soema as if it was; but when he
diszinOM. nnuwa and
ed edition, containing a very inSash Lock.
caused by female weaknew.
guts caught at his little game
aervicea every Sunrf
teresting and well written write-u- p
These
are
not
eay
casos.
at
a.
m.
and 8 p. m.. Sunday achoul at 10
and gets ten years at hard labor m.,
Wins of Cardui cures when the
Junior Leacue at t p. m.. Enwnrth
on the scenic highway bedoctor can't.
in the federal pen life's value, at 7 p. m.. Prayer meeting Wednesday evening
tween Las Vegas and Santa Fe,
Wine of Cardui dors not irriN. E. Braoo fautor
standpoint may become at l o clock.
tate the orff am.
is no pain
published an editorial telling from his
iwnyterian rrearhlnr at 11 a. m. and 7:,10
in the treatment. It U a toothing
very much modified.
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Danger That Lurk in Present Day Obedlenc
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Kidney
to Fashion's Whim
PIlU
proved a very
each 10c package contains 18 ox.,
,
while all the other kinds contain but
it
efficient reme
Is sare to say that tne lady
dy In my case.
The following? short storv from the to clean. In the cloud of dust arising 12 ozs.onceIt us-?Defiance Starch will use
who
I used them for Woman's Journal Is very timely In the from the brush the fatal bacillus no other. Quality and quantity must
disordered kid warning given against trailing skirts: lurks.
The girl, already weakened win.
neys and back- from too long hours indoors, sucOnly a little dust, almost Impercepif Ml ciiiitittiu iriimo
f is !
I
ft ache, from tible dust, caught on the rug on the cumbs. A few weeks later she Is lt &uqueer li.tiii.liipa
the Human overlook)-.-! footwhich I had ex floor of the handsome ball.
forced to stop work and waste away hill I.
In honeless deDendence on her over
perienced
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It was a
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Mint Children Aro Slcklv.
great deal of perfectly Turkish
burdened family or at public expense.
waxed, hardwood floor, In a
Mnihar
Sweet Powders for Children.
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and
and
trouble
Another alrl is easly obtained
l ull where neatness
seemed to reign
by Mother Cray, a nurse in Children's
pain. The kidney secretions were Dltng with all the appointments of the careless mistress never suspects osed
Home, New York, cure revemnneti.neaa-ache- ,
vr-rIrregular, dark colored and full weutn.
nv connection between her looisn
Stomach Troubles, Teethine
s
of sediment. The Pills cleared It all
up Coldi and Destroy Worms.
But there was that almost Imoor- - fashion and the doomed domestic
up and I have not had an ache In my ccptlble dust. How did It come there? sad fate.
At all Druggists' ,25c. Sample mailed KKKK.
itoy, n. i.
back since taking the last dose. My If you had ears that could hear Its
Ennepinratlon on the streets can Address Allen 5. Uimstea,
great
cannot
health generally Is Improved
U wou'd never h stonned. The streets
voices It would tell you.
"All verv clever men are con
deal."
say that It had clutched a fold on the be kept clean. But this can be done
ceited." "Oh, I don't know. I'm not a
KOSTER-MILBURCO., Buffalo, N.
wear
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should
every
beautiful lady's gown and come In
bit that way!"
Y. For sale by all dealers, price 50 from the street.
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eliminate this
T awls1 tttlnivln ninilni"
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Everything was stylish about the
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discontent.
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Ront
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2.16!) were men and 312 women.
Plan's Cure cannot be too highly spoken of as
Chopped Cabbage. a rouiih cure.-- J. W. O'Bhism, Kt T tird Ave,
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muiré.
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"Wasn't it dreadfull"
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"Did she know it?"
"Probably not." .
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When two heroine one It sometime
that the mlxalnii one will never
be missed.
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When Your Grocer Says
he does not have Dertanre Starch, jrou
may be sure he Is afraid to keep It unnr
til his stork of 12 os. parkaR-esold. Defiance Starrh Is not only better than any other Cold Water Htarch.
but contains 1Í ox. to the puckuae mvl
sells for same money as 12 os. brands.
s

No woman rsn reform a hiish.tiid
the coiitliiini'n leriiire proren.

TEA
Tasting tea is a whole occupation ; colTee another.
The taster picksout your tea
and puts the price on it.

TEA

TEA

Hat

In arar parkafea f schilling
bouklat How I Maka umal Taa.

heart-weaknes-

I should die before 1 wuke.
pray the l ord my soul to take.
This baby was saying it tor the

12-o-

"Rolling pin? Yea, sir; here's one
made of glass; the latest thing out.'
itiu eiwui lord, mnn! that thing would
probably break and cut my head all to
pieces!"
In a Pinch. Uia ALLEN'S

FOOT-EAS-

nnwder. It cures Bainful.smarting.nerv
out feet and ingrowing nails. li s the
greatest comfort discovery of the age.
A certain euro lor
M akes new shoes easy.
sweating feet. Sold by all druggists, 25c
Trial package FKtt. Address a. o.
Uimsted, ue Koy, n. x.
A

girl whose
It beats anything how
stockings fit her well is never airatu
i.t
himnuvii that bucks like a
broncho.
Try me Juat once and I am aure to
come again. Denance otaren.
The girl who catches a mnn never
doe It by running after mm. um u.
running away I rom nun.
"Dr. TWirUl KeniUMly'e
M air ii" I ao dT.tit
ajaaaatar Allien a.rn.s
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If you would make your money last
you must earn It first.

TEA
Give thought to the tea
you buy.
Toar ararar rt!irni jroar aoaar If
Hit
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Many a fellow aldeateps a t)nna
skin only to be tripped up on a lie.

.

last

time.
When night came again, thousands
of little voices sent up the baby pray
ers, but this one was gasping out us
little life on mamma's bosom destroyed by & germ.
A yellow card at the front aoor
warned all comers against diphtheria.
The beautiful lady vslniy sougni
health for a year or more, then found
rest "beyond the sorrow and tne pan- -
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Fashion and Consumption.
In all American cities and most of
the larger towns promiscuous expec
toratlon Is prohibited, mere are or
dinances and rules against spitting In
public conveyances, on tne .noors or
assembly halls and on the sidewalks.
Of necessity, however, this cannot be
prevented In the gutters and on tne
pavements.
n educating the tuberculosis pa
tlont himself In regard to his duty to
his fellow citizen much more can De
A careful consumptive is a
Hne
good citizen; a careless consumptive
Is an enemy to society ana tne state.
even with the civil and
precautions, the dust of the highway
and crossings IS teemini mm vanuus
disease germs. It is pracucauy impossible to eliminate these beds of
filth. In the cleanest streets such colonies of germs are present.
The use of long, dragging skirti on
the average highway Is the height of
folly. U I worse, u u aosoiuieiy
un.erous. The sweeping cloth picks
up dust and dampened, partlclea car
iney are
rylng tubercular germs,
very house-i.thus transplanted Into the
in this simply yet sadly effec- way.
the children, so carefully
tlve
guarded, re exposea to tne areaoea
nlague. The entire family, satisfied
are
with their fancied security,
claims one
stunned when tuberculosis
"
of their loved ones.
muy circtei.
me
strike
not
may
It
may be afThe household servants
of domes-.i.- .
deaths
the
of
Many
fected.
The mis
explanation.
their
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Remedy forConslipa-Tlo- n
. Spur Stonvvh. Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Fcvcrish-nes-s
and Loss
Sleep.
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"Broken hearted" It was said.
"Found death In the dust of the
street," said the microscope. A vie
tlm of the long skirt.

but the

The Kind You Have

RECIPES.

Veaetable Souo. Simmer togethet
slowly for three or four hours. In five
quarts of water, a quart of split peas,
a slice of carrot, a slice of white tur
nip, one cup of canned tomatoes and
two stalks of celery cut Into small
bits. When done, rub through a col
ander, add milk to make of proper con
sistency, reheat, season with salt ana
cream, and serve.
f
Roast Imperial. Mix together
cup of lentil pulp (prepared by
lentils through a
rubbing
cup of pease pulp,
colander),
cup of English walnuts, and
f
season to tnto with sage and salt.
Line an oiled baking dish onehalf
Inch deep with the mixture. Pack In
loosely a dressing made from the following Ingredients: Four slices of
f
zwieback, steamed until softened,
cup of hot crenm, sage and salt
egg. Mix
to taste, and one
together lightly with a fork. Cover
closely with ra- ,ont" n(' n,lt ni,r
ture. Spread over the top thick cream,
bake in a moderate oven until firm
enough to cut Into alices. Serve with
cranberry sauce or fruit Jelly.
Scallooed Potatoes. Pare the pota
toes and slice thin; put them In layers In an earthen pudding dish, dredging each laver lightly with flour, add
salt, and pour over all enough good,
rich wllk to cover well. Cover, and
bake rather slowly till tender, remov
ing the cover Just long enough before
the potatoes are done, to brown nicely If preferred, a little less milk may
he used, and a cup or. mm oseam aaa
ed when the potatoes are nearly done.
Macaroni With Tomato Caúca.
Break Itrfccaronl Into Inch lengths,
Mnii.ii tn make one cud. and dron
Into bo'.ling water: Let it boil until
ntrfeetly tender. In the meantime,
preparo the sauce by rubbing a pint
of atewod or canned tomatoes tnrougn
e entender to remove all seeds and
Heat to boiling, thicken
with ft little flour: a tablespoonful to
the pint will be about the requisite
nmnortlon. Add ft halt cup of very
thin swert cream and one teaspoonful
of salt. Dish the macaroni In Individual dHhtf. and serve with ft email
of the auca poured over
J quantity

a

For Infants and Children.

1

Every housekeeper should
that It they will buy Defiance
Water Starch tor laundry uso they
will save not only time, because It
never sticks to the Iron, but because
each nackage contain! 18 oi. one full
pound while all other Cold Water
Burches are put up la pound pack
aces, and the orlce Is tha tame. 13
cents. Then again because Defiance
Starch la free from all Injurious chem
Icala. If your grocer trlea to sell you
package It la because he baa
ft
ft stock ou band which ha wishes to
dispose of before be puts la Defiance.
He knowa that Defiance Starch has
nrlnted on every nackage la large let
ters and figures "16 ozs." Demand Defiance and save much time and money
and the annoyance of the Iron alleg
ing. Defiance never sticks.
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THE GRAPHIC

women and children may be seen
SMALL STOCK DARN
gayly waltzing around the Grande
place. The sight of an entire populaTOWN CELEBRATES tion, dressed In carnival coatume, and
DEM1NG,
NEW MEXICO. BELGIAN
Every Convenience Neceaaary
masked, dancing In the open air to
ON MARDI GRAB,
Within Limited Space.
the music of the Gilíes brass band, is
Registers ths Light.
one not easily forgotten.
With a mechanical means for deterPicturesque Scene When the Dancing
The dancing continues until the late
One thing It certain. It hoopi are
mining
the proper exposure of photoPlease publish a plan for a barn to
Whole evening, when the sport la brought to
Gilíes of Bincha Parade
coming into style, feminine golf It goplates almost the whole cycle accommodate two horses, two cows
graphic
formally
who
mayor,
by
an
end
the
Community Jolr.t In the Merry
ing out.
to a defisnd.to have a driveway for hauling
awards a gold medal to the Gllle who of photography Is reduced
Making of the Day.
Is
It
true that in hay. I would also like loft room
basis.
mechanical
nite
expert
most
proved
the
has
himself
Toe proposed coffin trust la a very
the operator may still display Indi- for threo tons of hay and one ton of
dancer. New York Tribune.
grave matter, that should at once revidual aptitude In the artistic compo-altlostraw. I would also like a hog house
The persistent manner in which
ceive the attention of the trust oustof bis subjects, but, aside from so situated that the manure from ths
LUCK
fesIN
HARD
SMUGGLERS
to
cling
Belgians
medieval
their
ers.
this, all the other operations are more
tivals and traditions Is a characterispositive. The latest photoVnllke President Roosevelt, air. tic national trait well known to those "Run" of Contraband Gooda Spoiled or less exposure meter Is based on a
graphic
WalMoment.
and
with
Flemish
Laat
familiar
the
at
Gates now feels that going out after
been apWhen Joseph Bonaparte was king principle that already has
bears Is both dangerous and unprofit- loon provinces. The survival of such
determining
the
for
meter
a
to
plied
populsr fetes as that of the carnival of Spain a good many individuals,
able, y
i
dancing
placed,
even
enriched
at
highly
Gilíes
those
procession of the
themselves at the expense of the revTwo coachmen 'have married rich
enue.
omen.
They have demonstrated
One day a contrabandista met a
their ability to drive In double harbrigadier at Segovia, about to return
ness.
with empty caissons to Msjrid.
"Ixok hire, my friend," said he, "I
As a nilUI retort it would be just
want you to convey for me a quantity
like Mr. Carnegie to set aside a small
of cannon balls and shells to the cap
tund for the maintenance of decayed
r.ukfg.
rrpr
italas many as your horses can
draw." Then he showed him piles of
Ground Floor Plan.
these munitions of war. The brigaThere are some persons who never
IhIiIi-II ("Vw Hlnlilc:
dier demurred the weight would be
will believe that they cannot buy 'up
ii'inn; r. - Manner; r
smugprodigious.
replied
11 the
the
nf
"Bah!"
limit
1'iK".
tiultirs; H Hn
wheat In the world until they
K M.i mu
Mini: I. 1iiIvi-wIi.i i.itrti
gler. "They are all of them black
I, ave tried.
Uní;
iMiinhs: N
inm
pasteboard and are full of velvets,
over
Undo.
the
luili.ft
stint .
brandy and liquors. Get them safe
It has been discovered that women
I.oise stable could be thrown Into It
Into the Prado and ynu shall be paid
wore corsets as far back as 1600 B. C.
dally. J. U. M
for your pains 75 Inuls d'or. They
Nevertheless the sex has managed to
will let cannon balls pass the barMirvlve till now.
Fig. 1 reprerenta the ground floor
riers without taxing them."
Photographic Exposure Meter.
plan
f a barn 22x30 ft.
The tests
The brigadier agreed, and managed Illumination furnished by any artiThe St. Louis man who killed him-tl- f
to get them Into the Prado at MadIn order that his wife may be hip-- t
ficial source, such as electrical or gas
rid In the night; but as those In the light. It Is based on the peculiar
y has not set an excmple that will be
plot were unloading the gooda up property of the eye of being able to
(anerally followed.
rode an officer.
distinguish characters, such as figures
"Hello!" said he. "The very thing oi letters within a wide range. HowForbes Robertson declares that
we want. I have orders to send a ever, on approaching the extreme lowHamlet was not mad. Hamlet never
convoy of shot to Seville wanted there er limits of luminous visibility, the
nw himself portrayed on the stage
against those dogs of English." And change Is quite abrupt; that Is to say,
b an amateur actor.
he confiscated the lot; but, finding the eye adapts Itself to almost any dethem remarkably light, broke one, gree of Illumination, but the lower
At the present rate of progress the
and forth gushed the finest cognac.
limit Is very well established. As ap
ihauffeur of the future will have to
plied to a photographic exposure
I? a graduated physician, with a
Shipping the Devil.
meter, there Is a casing provided with
End Bent of Small Barn.
knowledge of embalming
The story about "The Devil and the a graduated light Inlet and eye openii ;
(' llrnrt-- net
Deep Sea" reminds a correspondent of ing. A sleeve Is adjustable over this In i ml hut In center
to du ii.iy
The son of a Pittsburg millionaire
with uppi-- Kit t.
some
demonology
sailors'
opening,
which
he
of
area
The
unobstructed
has teeretly married a kitchen girl,
heard more than thirty years ago. 01 opening Is indicated on a graduated are 14 ft. long and the barn has a
Hit. If anybody, perhaps she may be
oaa
tale the hero was a choleric skip scale or table. Within this chamber hlppid roof. The dotted line at N
the one to be commiserated.
per by whom any sailor offending there are visual figures. 1'pon looking represents a beam which carries the
either In word or died was Inconti- In'o the device through the eye open- hay loft at the driveway, forming an
Gabriel d Annnnulo Is caitl to be
undershot to be used as a pascage
nently thrown overboard. This dras ing the slide over the window Is
writing a tragedy based on the life
tic discipline continued until the skipuntil the Illumination appears from which the horses and cows ate
'f Nero.
The fire scene, with the
per was left alone In the ship, and In to be equal to that shown on the fed when the driveway Is occupied.
emperor vlollnlng, will be great.
One of The Dancing Gilíes.
Fig. 2. represents the end bent. The
his extremity exclaimed that he would ground glass of the camera expesed
Binche attests the Innate love of Bel- ship
the
If he offered himself. under similar conditions. The scale dotted lines C extending from the
devil
How will the New York multimilgians for these picturesque vestigia
The devil appeared and a bargain was reading then Indicates the Intensity peiilne posts down to the beam are
lionaire who was fined $25 for break-jof their forefathers' clvllzatlon.
made. In return for obedience to all of the Illumination and the length is braces. These do not belong to the
the automobile ordinances ever be
dancing
Glllrs
The festival of the
i nd bent, but to the center tine, where
commands the devil was to have the thereby definitely fixed.
"able to bear up under the blow?
fiX
Binche Is In many respects tie
they do away with the necessity of a
skipper's soul at the end of the voyquaintest of these popular custom!. age.
perllne girt, so that a horse fork can
One
which
order
Room.
Sick
For
even
the
sn'nn
Sarah Bernhardt fays crinolines This festival takea place on Mar II could
be used in putting In hay.
was
many
fulfil
are
hemming
appliances
There
not
that
of
for
the
Gras at the Binche, a town of Hull-ault- .
re "infamous," but as she also oba cambric handkerchief with n
'Ick room, but In the average home
jurgates trousers and silk hats, we
Without the Gilíes it woufa not
To Keep Water Cut of Cellar.
niarllrg Fplke. Another command makeshifts In most cases arc made
conclude she's only half right after be substantially different from that had a still more unexpected
I have a cellar 23x.13
feet under try
Is
do
duty,
to
so
that
neatness
difficult
result.
of Rome, Nice and other towns.
all.
The skipper rowed to shore In his boat to attain. Nevertheless, an additional house; It han stone walls and bilck
These Gilíes, or dancing men, wro
and left the devil to work the wind device of this class helps along the floor. During a wet time the cellar
A New
York landlord announces form the glory of the Binche carel-val- ,
general Introduction of drain brings water into the cellar to
lasa which dropped the anchor. The
are characterized by their
that he will tot make trouble for peoresult was that as the chain ran out llttlp conveniences of this character. a depth of 2 feel 6 Inches, and water
ple who have babies In his fiats. Some
and humps. The headdrers
satan was jerked into the sea and The latest newcomer Is a medicine conies in by wiakage abo. How
In
men would risk almost anything for Is most elaborate and striking.
would It answer to line the cellar wa'.l
spoon, the essential feature of which
drowned."
shape it resembles the oldtlme tcp
notoriety.
with concrete and put In a concrete
Is the peculiar handle, which Is so deTtve
bat of our
floor L. G. O.
signed as to engage the rim of a vesDusky Potentate's Coronation.
Is
surmounted with raagnlflceit
bat
As they never swear up In Maine,
Reports have reached Paris lately sel, and so support the spoon within
the legislature or that state has Im- ostrich feathers from three to foi.r of a picturesque ceremony which was same. This effectually takes care of
It Is difficult t. keep waier out of
posed penalties on anyone "who vexes, feel li length, which give to the wea-e- r performed at
cellar when there is a continued soak-age- ,
Indothe appearance of giants.
harasses or annoys another over a
but If you arc only troubled with
china, In crowning Sldoyang as king.
From each hat besides, flow several
telephone."
It In the spring and fall of the year,
The ceremony of placing the crown on
variegated
wide,
ribbons, while th?
would advise the closing up of the
the head of the native ruler was perCertainly those two French doctors" Gilíes' trousers are bedecked with formed by the French representative
present drain, and putting In a connever had any reason to dream thrt trimmings of real lace and ribbon
crete wall six Inches thick against the
at Saigon, acting In bis official capacithey would ever have an opportunity to match those of the hat. Ever? ty. The king appeared In an abbrestone wall on the Inside of the cellar
to the height required to kep the wato perform, an autopsy on the body o( GIDe wears a mask and a silk belt, viated costume, which consisted enfrom which hang small bells.
ter out; and plaster with cement morJohn Paul Jones.
tirely of a kerchief. He was borne
The entire Gllle's outfit costs iron. smiling to a throne six stories high,
tar. Put In a concrete floor, two
f 10 to 50, a large sum for the peasant which wss ornamented with rich
" Our ungallaht. probate court has
Inches thick, on top of the brick botgenerally selected by the car gems. The king was carried by thirty-tom now In use; drain this to a con
a woman Insane just because youth,
nival committee (o fill the part of act two
crete cistern built outside of the house
heralds. He descended Into
she says she Is growing younger as
in the Mardl Gras festivities. The
ors
for this purpose. By doing this you
the water, and when he emetged
her successive birthdays roll around.
being a Gllle Is so great, donned a cloth of gold tunic and guldof
honor
will not have to pump out the cistern
Ohio State Journal.
however, and carries such prestige en sandals. The French official then
more than once or twice a year. If
the local damsels, that the young advanced and solemnly placed the
the cellar Is located In a very low
King Victor Emmanuel and Mr. J. with
men chosen are only too pleased to
place, where water Is continually comcrown on his head, proclaimPlerpont Morgan had a very pleasant
the financial sacrifice demanded ing him as King Sldoyang In the name
make
ing In put in a three Inch floor and
chat. The American money king Is
finish with sand two parts to Portland
of the French republic.
decidedly persona grata to the other of them.
In the afternoon of Mardl Gras the
cement one part and finish smooth
king since the Ascoll cope affair.
Gilíes, in full uniform, 200 strong, pre
with a trowel and closing up all
They're Biting.
ceded by the local brass band and
drains.
Jones went fishing yesterday;
Harvard students have shown that
aslSiiiMSMSSwaisaMMvsiMsaiMMtiMBSSlnBisasJ
musical clubs, appear In procession
Spoon With Elbow Handle.
This Is what he caught:
there are fifty methods of working
and march toward the Grande place
Moving a Barn.
college,
through
way
but
tlcky spoons, placing them
the
one's
where
by
dancing to the
The Gilíes proceed
To move a small barn first Jack It
they can do no harm and yet are not
chances are that none of them Is
tune of the band.
so satisfactory as working dad's checkliable to upset the receptacle In which up high enough to lay planks lengthAt every few steps they stop, bend
book.
they
are placed, an accident which fre- ways on the ground underneath the.
and unbend, to heighten the effect of
quently
occurs when the handle of the sills. Place rollers cn these and unthe ringing from the bells worn at
A dispatch from Cleveland says Mrs.
spoon
projects above the top of the re- derneath the sills of the ham about
belts. Tbelr streamers float to
8 ft. apart. Lay planks on the ground
Jones went fishing yesterday:
In which It Is allowed
Chadwlck Is not receiving visitors. their fro, and envelop them In a rain
ceptacle
to
and
It Isn't necessary, however, for the bow of ribbon. At the same time the
Tbls Is what be bought:
stand. The peculiar shape of handle ahead of the sills to receive the roll'
doorkeeper to tell any fibs for the purgives a convenient grasp for the pa- ers as the barn rs moved ahead. Have
simultaneous ringing of bells and
a couple of extra rollers to lay on
pose of making callers think the lady
In administering
or
tient
attendant
thumping of wooden sabots on the
these to carry the Fills until there Is
is out.
medicines.
cobblestones sound like the ecbo of
one tree behind; then carry tbls one
a csvairy 'charge.
ahead and use again. Now fasten a
In spite of that astrologer's horrifyNile Dam in Dangsr.
The Gilíes each have a straw bassling or chsin from each front corner
ing prediction about a coming earthgreat
In
dam
That
the
Nile
at
river
banging to one side from the belt,
quake that is going to destroy New ket filled with oranges. With these
AsMian Is threatened with what may post of the barn at the bottom of the
and
post so as to hook in a double pulley
In time prove a grave danger.
York, we doubt if the Astor real esThis
they bombard the spectators as they
tate will be advertised for sale at dance along. As soon as emptied, the
much Is admitted by Sir Benjamin block In the center of the allng; this
panic prices.
Baker, under whose general super- keeps the barn from drawing off cor
baskets are filled again by men from
vision ihe dam was constructed. The nerways. Now anebc r the other end
New York Times.
behind, appointed for thla duty. A
The April fool story printed ls Ber- general battle of orangea then takes
water rushes out of the sluices with of the double block as tar ahead as
lin about the looting of Uncle Sam's place between the Gilíes and the carNatural
tremendous force and dashes like a the rope will allow; book on a tram
and watch the rollers, keeping them
treasury was taken seriously. The nival merrymakers.
A giraener in rvorea nas lormed a mountain torrent over the rocks outIn position by striking
tbem with
r
by
side,
in
twisting
Scotch apparently are not the only
It
which
grow
natural
a
has
already worn heavy sledgo
Finally the procession reaches the
should tbey get turned
get
a
trepanning
to
people who need
town hall, In front of which, seated Ing vine to the required shspe. It Is great holes, sometimes more thsn angling. You ran move a considerjoke Into the brain cells.
also studded with seeds of the glngko twenty feet deep. At present they
on a platform, Is the mayor, surround
able distance at a time In thla way.
The tiee, which have grown Into the fiber are fifteen yards or more from the Anchor as often u uecessary until
ed by the municipal officials.
It Is announced that the American Gilíes then terminate the day's festiv- of the vine. After the chair was fash- foot of the wall. But as they will
the barn Is movid to the proper .place.
national game has made great progities by a general war dance, giving ioned in this way It was cut from the almost certainly work toward It, it i Should you have to move
Seethe barn In
mikado.
the
dried
of
polished
and
until It re- feared they may at last seriously
ress la the land
a prolonged exhibition of tbelr capa- ground,
a circle, lay the plucks in the circle
Is S feet 4 wemseu me nam s
mahogany.
It
sembled
ing bow the Japanese have been fightbilities.
inundations. 8o desired and angle
it rollers to suit
ing all through the war, we thought
The public likewise joins In the fun, Inches high, 25 Inches wide, and mis pari is being protected by
the curve ard the lam will follow the
strong bed of masonry.
that they could play baseball.
and soon some C.000 persons men, wtlghs over 100 pounds.
plank track.
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Plain Marble Slab
Marks Rsstlng Placa
of Gentle. Author of
the Sketch Book.

At Irving's Grave

i

It but twenty-si- hour for Sleepy Hollow and Irving's
miles from New York by the old grave and the church! The limitaPost road, or what la left of that memtion was annoying, and besides, I
orable highway. If the boom In The wanted to be alone. I had spent
Ilronx continues, the subway will, by many half hours with the author of
and by, hurry Its passenger to the the Sketch Book. So away I tramped.
verge of Sleepy Hollow. New York Is
The oldest church on the Hudson Is
Lines of transportation
growing!
only about a half mile north of Tarand factories are desecrating spots rytown. You are. told .that Frederick
that were sacred. Tarrytown has four Flllpse and his wife Katrlna Van Cortmanufactories, and a dozen others land built It In 1690, and It looks just
have been kept away by the stubas If a Dutchman and his wife did
born fight of rich landlords. John D. erect It about that year. I think KaRockefeller owns thousands of acres trlna put her foot down real hard unadjoining the town. The four tracks der her short skirts, ohen the pinna
of the New York Central are Insufwere being made.
ficient for the traffic from the metropIt shows, howtver, that a Dutchman
olis A quadruple track electric line had the principal say about It. KnIf now being built by this company. trlna worked In a few frills
around
It will parallel the steam road and the cupola, and there the
church
run to Crotón, ten miles tin the Hurt- - stands, much like a blockhouse fort.
Hon from Tarrytown.
Commercialism
ih on every hand.
Irving's Plain Grave.
Hut there Is only one Sunnyslde. Its
"Washington Irving, born April 8.
porch Is none the less at- 17S3. Died Nov. 28. 1S.'9." I leaned
tractive when all things are glori- over the gate in the fence that surfied by the sr.ow.
rounds the sacred plot of ground, and
"A token of fticmlslilp Immortal
read this Inscription on a plain slab
WHh Wnxhiiiütun Irving u tiiinK
of marble about two feet high.
A
Ivy intKiiHil
his pnrtiil
Hy the
dozen other stones somewhat smaller
I.hkxIo (if Hurnx."
Tiamping back through the snow, I occupy the modest enclosure. The"
saw a great white mass fall from a sexton came by. and I spoke to him
wind blown tree. It look ou fantastic He said that visitors had chipped
shapes as It whirled abont In the air. away two other slabs, that this was
(iven this eery Influence, my thoughts the third one erected over Irving's
shaped Images of old llaltus Van Tas- grave. 1 wondered that, out of
sel and the fair Kntrlna and Ichabod
people In the gentle author's
Crane and Van ílrunt. I was even country, none had seen fit to build up
prepared to hear the mad race of the Instead of chip away. It will be a
Headless Horseman, but cheeked my- matter of no great surprise If Englishself In time. It would be moonlight men some day endeavor to place a
on the Hudson In a few hours, and I lasting shaft among the trees that
could afford to wait.
surround the resting place of the man
that they too Iovp.
I do not mean that his spirit Is of
The Old Dutch House.
Tommy Dean built the old Dutch necessity less happy because rich
house nt the corner of Broadway, on bsnkers and brokers and brewers. In
the hill. In Tarrjtown. He built It In dying, have had erected tall monu- x

Hi'-it- f

lllin--eyi- l

Estimate of the Wealth cf American
Henry Clews haa made an estimate
of the wealth of a number of million-aircapitalists of the United States,
In which he places John D. Rockefeller
first and Andrew Carnegie second.
This Is the (able he has formulated:
John D. Rockefeller, $."i00.000.000;
Andrew Carnegie. fU5.OOO.OU0 given
away, leaving f250.000.000; William
Waldorf Astor, chiefly In real estate,
f200.000,000; John Jacob Astor,
Gould family, of which George
Gould'a personal fortune represents
135.000.0(10,
$150.0(10.0(10;
Marshall
Field, f 100.000.000; Blair estate.
W. K. Vanderbllt, $80,0(10,000;
Russell Sage, f 80.000,000; I). O. Mills.
175,000.000; William Rockefeller.
J. Plerpont Morgan, ffio.000.-000- ;
James J. Hill. $60,0no.ino; Henry
II. Rogers. $5(1.000.000; Henrv Phlpps,
$45,000,000; John D. Archibald.
Henry M. Flugler. $40.00ci.ii0(i;
James B. Haggin. $40.000.000; James
Henry Smith. $3.1.000,000; W. II.
$20,0(10.000; James Stlllman.

e

(Special Correspondence.)
Tarrytown-on-Hudso-

JAPANESE MAILING CARDS,

RICH PEOPLE.

or

"FT

$175,-000,00-

$100.-000.00-

Til-lor-

George V. Baker, fl5.ood.oo0.
Mr. Clews admits that his 11m is by
no means complete, but says that it
undoubtedly contains the niinu-- of the
very richest men In the country.
Prominent among the well known
capitalists who are not Included are
the members of the un willed Roek
Island "crowd" William II. and J. H.
Moore and D. G. Held and W. II. Leeds
nor does the name of Senator W. A.
Clark. Henry C. Krlt k. John W. Gates.
Norman U. Ream, the William C. Whit-neestate. P. A. U. Wlilener, the
younger Vandcrbllls.
Mrs.
Hetile
Green, nor any of the other notably
rich women of the country.
y

New York'a Building Boom.
With plans for new building valued
nt more than $2.000,uoo filed April
26th, all records of the kind for
City were broken except in a
few Instances, when plans for a great
hotel or office building were recorded.
Of the sum mentioned the most expensive building reaches the figure of
only $300,000. and the plans Include
twenty-twbrick apartment
houses and tenements.
So far this your plans have been re
corded In Manhattan atone for M.1
buildings, valued at $33,7:12.732. A
year ago at the corresponding time
plans had been filed for only 3(3
buildings, valued at $IS.i;".i'1l.
New-Yor-

six-stor-

to,
A

"V

I

English Motor Vehicles.
Motor vehicles for cirrylng or
loads are now so much used
in Kngland that their operation is
closely guarded by government supervision. 1'nlted States Consul Mahin
at Nottingham has made a report on
the subject. 'Hitherto." sas he, "the
legnl weight limit of un empty motor
csr has been three tons. Now It is
raised to Ave, with an Inciense In the
legal joint weight i unladen) of a mo
tor car and trailer from four to six
tons. Heretofore there has !ic n n.
legal weight limit to the 'ind ou
motor car, but the new regulations aim
to prevent excessive loading. The tv
tal weight of car and load Is llmlMd
to twelve tons. The weight born on
any axle shall not exceed eight tons.

Sunnyaide.

Poor of London.
London laya out for poor relief $22.
ments and piles of stone that hedge 000,000 a year, and twenty-eigh- t
out of
in our detr Irving's grave. Nor do 1 every 1,000 of the population receive
mean that America Is unappreclative. relief as paupers. In one district
Perhaps
Americana are a little West Ham, 40,000 persons were
thoughtless. The straggle for the dolreported as on the edge of
starvation. There Is not work enough
lar la so absorbing.
there for all the workers, but a large
Longfellow has written:
proportion or the destitute are Inran
"Iter lies, the senile humoiiet. who died able of performing labor. They are
In the bright InillHn summer of his fame.
A Himple
tone, with but a date and name, human wrecks and must be supported
by charity or perish. Throughout
e
Marka hi eecluiled rem
healda
The river that he loved and glorified." England at large there la considerable
And so. saddened a little but fall poverty, but It is most nresslnc and
of peaceful thoughts, I took my way visible In the capital, and students of
back to Tarrytown and to "the river social phenomena and symptoms say
it is mainly due to drink.
that he glorified."

Home of Wellington Irving,
1 750.
Before death called him, he
became one of those early millionaires, and was worth abont 150,000.
The Dutch Tea Room and curio store
occupies the house now. You can go
there, as I did, and gel a delirious
meal, with tea or coftee that l excellent. And after yon have eaten, a
typlcai Dutch girl, sweet and smiling,
will show you through all the odd little rooms. She will try to sell yon
various attractive article, but one is
not pressed unduly to buy. Most people, however, come away with a package of tea, a book or something as a
memento. When you have finished
Inside of the house, you can go out
and take a anapshot as I did. There
la the box hedge, crowned with snow,
and the big grapevine climbing over
the kitchen. The hedge and vine are
ISO years old.
And now you walk a few blocks on
Broadway, formerly the old Post road,
and stand before the monument of
John Paulding, minute man. Here the
spy. Major John Andre, was captured,
Sept. 23, 1780, by Paulding and others.
Ills capture brought to light the
treachery of Arnold.
But however
much we loathe the traitor, Benedict
Arnold, let ua not overlook the men
that gave him gold. And let us sometimes remember kindly Quebec and
Saratoga and Tlconderoga, and think
with so much charity as we may of
and self
the lonely,
damned old man, alone on his deathbed In tbe suburbs of London.
world-accurse-

FAT MAY BE HEALTHY.
Some People Naturally Stout Should
Not Try to Be Thin.
"Some people are simply naturally
stout," says Dr. William P. Waugh, editor of tbe Chicago Alkaloldal Clinic,
"and the question as to whether there
Is really canse for medical Interference is one to be decided in each particular case by the physician who
knows the circumstances.
"Many persons, especially women,
think they are too stout and want to
get thin, when In fact they are just
right aa they are. Tbla desire Is to
be looked upon as on a par with that
which makes little women wish they
were big and big women wish they
were little; straight halrel women to
uso curling Irons and corly haired
women to use bandoline to make their
hair straight; dark haired women to
bleach and light haired women to dye.

"Cowboys" In the Revolution.
Cowboya are supposed by most peoJap Youths May Not Smoke.
ple to be peculiarly a product of the
Viscount Hayashl of Japan haa InsociWest
Irving tells us, however, that formed the Scottish
a chivalric order, known as Cowboys, ety that the Japanese police confiscate
fought the British along the Hudson. the "smoking instrumenta" of any
And Tarytown was. the very heart youth under 20 years, as well ai bis
of the' Revolutionary contest.
supply of the weed. Parents and guar,
The' hsckmen, "seeing me start out dians who knowingly permit the ofagain, would ' drive me to the Old fense are liable to a fine of SO centa,
Dutch Church and back for a dollar. snd dealers who furnish a minor with
Ono uf them laid he would allow me the wherewithal may be fined $5. The
half an hour to look about. A half law was passed in 1900.
Anti-tobacc-

"Bless his little heart!" exclaimed
fond mother, as the squalling babv
rolled on the floor; "Molly, run out an'
kill a rattlesnake an' git a rattle for
him."

the

Were Good for Both.
Paulding, Miss., May 15th. (Special) In tbla neighborhood men and
women alike are telling of the great
benefit they have received from the
use of Dodd'a Kidney Pilla and.lt frequently hsDDens they are the means
of curing members of both sexes In
the same family. Take the rase of
Mr. and Mrs. F. Erby.
The latter
voices the sentiment of both when
she sayi:
"My lips cannot express too much
praise for Dodd's Kidney Pills. I suffered with Backache and Female
weakness for four or five years and I
feci that I have been wonderfully
helped by Dodd's Kidney Pills.
My
husband, too, was a sufferer for five
years from a weak bladder and they
also cured him."
Dodd's Kidney Pills make healthy
kidneys. Healthy kidneys mean pure
blood and good health all over the
body. No woman with healthy kidneys ever had female weakness.
Tescher Johnnie, can you give ua i
sentence Including the words, "blttet
end?" Johnnie Our cat ran under tb
porch and the d? bit 'er end.

PAIIIFMWICA
EVERY SUFFERER WANTS TEE VERY
QUICKEST CURE.
Mr. TtoBOTaa Think

Him with

Aieeb

the Itemed y t'trd by
Remarkabla Sure

tha Ileal Cured bjr Flva Bote.
do difficult and

War Furnishes Striking Subjects Ur
Their Illustration.
Pictured mailing carda, made hi
Japan, nowadays present many stria,
log scenes or tbe war. One card, fnr
instance, lately received In this country, haa upon it two pictures nf tae
army review held in Tokio In Novem-'oer- .
1904.

"Men who have to

There is
dangerous work on electric liues nt any card, runningalso reproduced on thta
across
larger of ttm
hour of day or night, can 't afford to have two pictures, a bar ofthemusic, presumanything the matter with their health," ably an army bugle call. There are
aaid Mr. Donovan. You can imagine, legends in Japanese characters on
therefore, how much I was alnrmed one
ach side of this card, and the title
winter's day in 1002, when I was seized explaining tbe pictures is printed also
by a poiu just behind my right hip that in English.
Another Japanese mailing card witb
mnde it difficult for me to walk borne.
It was so bail by the time I reached the a war picture for its illustration haa
bouse that I was obliged to go straight likewise legends in Japanese characters on either side, one of these
to bed."
being printed In gold. Tbo
" Did that relieve yon ?"
of the picture sb printed In Eng"No, the pain grew moro severe and title
lish under a line of Japanese Is: "Our
kept extending downward along my leg. Combined Squadron
Steaming Toward
I sent fur a physician, nuil bo roon
hp Ktem.v."
that 1 bad sciatica. In n few days
The picture on this card also Is
the whole nerve was affected, ami the reproduction of a photograph, of oo
least movement brought ou terrible evidently taken from the after deck
of a war vessel, a small section of
agony."
"Did your condition improve under which appears In the foreground t
the picture. As shown on the onf
tbe doctor's treatment ?"
"Quito the contrary. At tin end cf the vessels, with a battleship in tbo
two mouths I wasn't n bit ltetter, and nt lead, are coming toward the idisencr
In column.
The broad wake made I y
times I feared that I would never be
'he turning screws of the ship fri.ii
able to leave my bed."
whlih the photograph was taken,
" How did you get out ngnin ?"
shows plainly in the picture, as do
" When I was lying in bed, nimble to
made by the bowa of the bat.
move and wasting away in flesh, a friend tlcshlp following, the lender of
visited me and told me alxnit the wonof ships seen In the picture,
derful cures brought nlxmt by a great which Is moving through a broaii and
blood and nerve remedy, Dr, Williniiis' quiet sra. strHchlng away, wlfh' ni
Piuk Pills. He strongly urged me to try land In slsht. to the distant horizon.
them, and I luckily b J hum; enough !o j The figures of the ships as shown
in mis pi! uire are small, heightening;
take his advice."
the effect of the broad wake expanse,
" Did you mend quickly?"
but the figure of the leading battle" Yes, that was the astonishing thing ship
comes out wry clearly, as does
I noticed n slight improvement before I the great
( loud nf rolling black siuóku
x of the
had quite finished tbo first
rising from its funnels, while similar
pills, I could get out of bed while I was clouds can le seen rising from the
on the third box, and I was entirely
funnels or the ships following at Incured by the time 1 had taken flvelsixes. " tervals In line, the last of which i
Mr, Joseph A. Donovan is living nt on the distant horizon line. Kansas
Plaistow, New Hampshire, and is line City Journal.
Inspector for the Haverhill, Newton mid
Plaistow Electric Street Railway. Dr.
Investigation of the Packers.
Williams' Pink Pills are the remedy to
Very jimml interest has been mannse when the blood is thin, ns in iinieniln;
ifested In the government Investigaor impure, as in rheumatism; or when
the nerves .ire weak, us in in urtilgiu; or tion now In tirouress into the niotle of
lifeless, as in jmrtial paralysis; or when (inducting business by the lnrge packers located in Chicago and elsewhere.
isliecl, as
the Iwely as s whole is
Much has been written upon the nl
in general debility. They ute sold by
l ged
'
H'ctnl it ml Improper modes of
all druggists.
business procedure connected with the
packing Industry: but It seems that so
The nu ii w ho won't respeci gniy hairs
no de finite charge of any kind hiin
Oh, how we do despise 'em!
been sustained and no roof of illegal
He most of all, w ho won't rrspi ct
er inequitable methods has been dls
Ills own gniy hairs, but dyis 'cm.
losed to the public. While a wine of
severe criticism of this great Indus
ITCHING SCALP HUMOR.
trial Interest is now passing over the
country it tniiiht ho well to remembei
t lint the piiikcrs b..ve hud ns vet
Lady Suffered Tortures Until Cured
in
by Cuticura Scratched Day
opportunity to make specKlc
the many Indi finite ihni ges of wrong
and Night.
doing having never been foi mulateii
answer could be
"My scalp was covered with little so that a cutcgoil-a- l
pimples and 1 suffered tortures from mnde,
The recent report cf Commission! r
the Itching. I was scratching all day finrflcld,
which embodied (he results
and night, and I could get no rest. I of an
official investigation undertaken
my
washed
head with hot water anil by the Iicparttnent of
Commerce
Cuticura Soap and thin applied the IjiLor of the l'iiüed Su'es, was a ami
vinCuticura Ointment as a dressing. One dication of the Westr-packers, but
box of the Ointment and one cake of this result having hteu unexpected at
Cuticura Soap cured me. Now my tempts In many quartets to discredit it
bead ia entirely clear and my hair Is were madi.
In view of the situation as it now
growing splendidly. I have used Custands, however, attention may propticura Soap ever since, and shall nevto
a few fsrtf
er be without It. (Signed) Ada C. erly be culled
that owing to popular clamor are urn
Smith. 309 Grand St., Jersey City, being
apparently overlooked.
Kulr
N. J."
treatment In this country has heretofore been accorded to all cltlcvps
"He who takes wot Isn't hls'n,
whose affairs assume prominence In
Wen he's cotched must go to prison.' the public eye and some of the fnrte-thabear upon the relation of the packers to the commerce of the country
Private Car Linee.
may at thla time be briefly alluded to.
The railroads seem very willing to U would be difficult . to .estimate tbe
have the private car lines brought benefits gained by the farmers of the
country resulting from the energetic
under the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission. A rail- enterprise oi me packers, tor whatever
road president is authority for tbe Is of benefit to the farmer ia caln ta
statement that lines are paid mileage, the entire commerce of the country.
.nd connected with their continuous
without discrimination, and the quesaggressive work no feature perhape
tion of excessive charges la a matter has
been more
for the shipper to settle with the car efforts In seekingImiwrtant than their
nutlets all over th
linca, so long as there Is no law to world for the surplus producía
of lu
govern their rates. Car mileage pay-In- g farmer. Our total exporta of agriculhas been decided to be as legal as tural products have gained but llttlv
tbe payment of rental for property. In the past twenty years, and leaving
out corn, the total of all other farm
producta was far less In 1903 thnn In
Vary Moderate Wages.
i(91. But In packing house producía
An advertiser in the Wimbledon, there was considerable gain during thla
(Ena.l uaxette wants "a tail ihnni period, because an organized and powtmenlV mimi ha a rhnrf.Km,n nt
erful force has been behind them seekeducation, who can drive a horse andl ing new and broader markets.
cart, assist In the stable and garden
Ber'des the benefits reaped by farm
(melons and cucumbers), rulik cn
era on account of the enterprise and'
and understands pigs; roust be .teen's- - energy exercised by the packers ro atlomen io wan at table and of gentle- taining commercial results by foreign
manly appearance: earlv riser and to. trade, the great development in
totaler; good references required." manufacture of packing bouse the
byThe wage of this person Is to be $50 products has added enormously
to tbe
a year, but he roust lodge out and fur value of all
live atock raised In the)
uisa nia own meals, except dinner.
United States. Tbe waste material of
twenty years ago, then an expense
packer. Is now converted Into articles of great value, and, as an eoo
oomic fact,
must
is good for a too-bus- y
man; Increase thethisvalue to correspondingly
the fanner of
very bead of cattle marketed at tbw
it makes him forget his businumerous stock yards of the country.
ness.
Let these facts be remembered wbtto
now It is so popular to regard taw
Miss Flirtv Your tinahant trUA n great packing Industry as deserving
klsa me last night. Mrs. Dash Ah! of condemnation. At least it must ho
Well, he'a not particular when he's admitted that, so far there la bo adequate reason for the almost unanibeen drinking.
mous howl that may be beard every.Tli --ÉmMitt.tAJ
I. ... - n
man where in tbe face of the Oarflaid re"i'"
inrnvfr
haa eiarted (o (trow again, and the líen-vport above alluded tp which, prardlcally
poet man aaka. "What An you think exonerates
the packers from the ote
r ranKijr, we inmK It S II.
ui iiihi t
acure and Indefinite cbtrgea that have-beeWashington Post.
for some time past made the subHe who started the renort thai ject of popular continent
America
matehea are made in heaven will nrni. HomeaUad.
ably never
harp and Town.
ii
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LIEUTENANT

COWlIAN.

Guarded by Chines
and Syrians.
slid
There are. two tiade secrets,"
t
an artist, ' that tne ouisuie wonu. iv
One Is n
seems, will never learn.
making of bright
Chinese secret-t- he
and beautiful color called vermllllon,
or Chinese red. The other Is a Turk
ish secret
the Inlaying of the hardest
steel with cold and silver.
"Among the Ch'ne.e and among the
Syrians these two ferrets are guard
ed well. Apprentices, before they are
taken for either trade, must swear s
strong oath to reeal nothing of what
passes In the workshop. These ap
prentices, furthermore, must belong o
families of standing, must pay a large
sum by wnv of premium and must
furnish certificates of pood character
and horesty.
"You have fccii damascened steel,
of course, and yon have seen vermll
lion, or Chinese red. Remember the
two
next time you look at these
things that their secrets have been
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PREDICTIONS IDU

LONG RANGE

s

.

Legitimate Basis for Estimate'
Based on the Moon's Phases or
Position of the Planet.
The thief of the Weather Burra
has recently placed before the publl'
a pamphlet
entitled Long Hang'
Weather iNrecnsts. by Prof. E. B. Oat
rlott. that Is full of Interesting thing
to one who Is a seeker alter the truti
regarding these delusions. A groa
many things In It re worthy of fur
ther publication but we wish, at thli
time, simply to give Its conclusions: r
1.
That systems of long
forecasting that depend upol
planetary meteorology; moon phases
cycles, nosltlons. or movements; stel
!ar Influences, or star divinations; Ir.
dlcatlons afforded by observations m
animals, birds, and plants, and estl
mates based upon days, months, sea
sons, and years have no legitimate ba
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WELL KEPT.

TWO SECRETS

FORECASTS

WEATHER
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Actual Sterility in Women Is Very
Mothers and Children Make Happy Homes.

I
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Í For a la
That meteorologists have madt
exhaustive examinations and romparl guarded Inviolably, have been handed
Hut one b
down
faithfully
generation
one
from
sons for the purpose of associatlni
Througt
the weather with the various phasej to another for thousands of years."
and nositlons of the moon In an earn
Ho
to make advances In thi PARROT
Cold Affected Head and Throat est endeavor
KNOWS THE SERVICES.
science along the line of practical
Most ol
forecasting, and have found that while
Attack Was Severe.
Uuited S
Many women on for a child to bless try I.ydia B. Pinkham's Vegeuhle Cos
the moon, and perhaps the planets Pet of English Clergyman Hat Re- pound; this I did, and I improvixl utaakdilT ia
desome
homes,
their
of
because
but
to the an
markjble Sagacity.
With, and in
than two years a btautitil
Chas. W. Bowman, 1st I. lout, and exert some Influence upon atmos
bility
displacement
or
the
female
of
shooting
w
sligh
Now
home.
bless
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too
our
came
Is
to
child
tides,
Dherlc
the
Influence
if
M.
a Hampshire (Eng.)
The rector
Vol., writes
Adjt. 4th M. 8.
organa they are barren.
omethinK to live for. and all tha crsüu s
I wish son
and obscure to Justify a cooslderatlot parish possesses a ntot-- t wonderful
fmuv Lanham, Md.,aj follows :
Preparation for healthy maternity Is due to Lydia B. Pinibam's VsgoUble Coo
"Though somewhat arerse to patent of lunar and planetary effects In th parrot. ThoiiRh the rector lives two accomplished
tul leu
by Lydla K. 1'inkham's pound.-medicinen, and still more aven to
actual work of weather forecasting.
InMrs Mae P. Wharry. Secretary el
miles
church,
ci
from
bird
the
the
S.un's
Vegetable
Compound
more
successfully
3. That the stars have no apprecla
a professional aflldavit man, It
variably accompanies him to the sa- - than by any other medicine, because It the North Shore Oratorical Socfctj,
boyl
our
scciiia only a plain duty in the present ble Influence upon the weather.
The Norman, Milwaukee, Wis., writes.
4.
I K)und
That animals, birds, and plant) ere I building. While the service Is ?ives tone and strength to the entire
instance to add my experience to the
organism,
all
curing
j
Dear Mrs. Plnkham:
displaceproceeding
recognizes
bird
the
his
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concerning
by
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written
show
their condition
columns already
that,
ed
and
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" I was marrit for five Tears
ulceration and inflammation.
'the curative powers of I'eruna.
of past weather, and by their actlont master's voice, and when he reads a ments,
A woman who is in good physical birth to two nremature chikiren. Ljitikl
1oik1 S
"I have been particularly benefited the Influence of present weather ami lesson or preaches one can hear the condition transmita to her children the Pinkbaro'e Vagetoble Compound Iwas roes
noise.
to me, and I am so glad took It, I
by Its use tor colds la the bead and the character of weather changes thai bird outside chattering away. The blessings of a good constitution.
Is mendad
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few
It
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within
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able
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cure
been
I
have
parrot
throat.
also Joins In the "Aniens" and not that an incentive to prepare for a
to a strong, happy and healthy one wt&s
5. That
the weather of days, is evidently quite conversant with neaitny
myself of a moat aevere attack In
ncse ci
7
lovti;
a
months,
maternity
within two years
seven
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eliht hours by Ita use according months, seasons, aid years affords no all church service routine. The servexpevtant mothers would fort.lfy little girl was born, which is the pride sm
If
to ado
to directions, i use It as a preventive Indications of future weather furthet ice over, the parrot screams with de- themselves with I.ydia K I'inkhaiu's Ioy of our household. Every day ola
little
whenever threatened with an attack.
than showing present abnormal condi- light,
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound f
i
circles about its master's head, Vegetable Compound, which for thirty the light,
brought
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happinws
that in
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' Members of my family also use it tions that the future may adjust.
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That
women in this condition, there would
for like alimenta. We are recommendand Irregu- accompanies him home. The attach- be a great decrease In miscarriages, in
If any woman thinks she is sterile,
ing it to our friends." C. W. Itownuu. periods are too
d.tys t
lar to be applicable to the actual work ment of the master to the bird is only sufferinir. and in disannoiu tinenta at or hasiiftubu aliout her ability tocarrt
Dccla
Contains No Narcotics.
a child to a mature birth let her write
equaled by the parrot's evident pride birth.
of forecasting.
One reason why I'eruna li:ts found
Ho ho
7. That advances In the period and In and affection for its master.
The following letters to Mrs. Tink-ha- to Mrs. Pink ham. Lynn.Aliwa , whose
advice is free to all expectant or
tiuiiiy home is Unit accuracy of weather forecasts depend
permanent use in so
lcssot
demonstrate
power
Lydia
the
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oí muy hiiiii. ii upcu a more exact study and under-landinmothers. She has helped
K. 1'inkham's Vegetable Compound in would-bit contain no nan-uiu- don't
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Prize or Highest Award ological science.
I.ove lt limit lust and beauty without
coffee he
at St. Louis.
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about
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very
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that
bulk
stain.
sepa- The Extreme Penalty.
Buying trashy
sella you. How can he know, where it orifinallv enme from,
Aud lol the phantoms that nihil cd Dip
rators ia penny wise, dollar foolish,
flesh
David J. Brewer made an adJustice
bow it wm blended or Wltn wnai
Ijiv silent In the darkness, ciuslied and
Hucfi machines quickly losa their cost dress not long ago at Haverford. Afor when roasted? ÍÍ you buy your
slain.
instead of saving it.
the address there was an informal I.Ike I'hanioh's hosts upon the lti'd sea
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reception, nnd very Interesting
aliore;
DE LAVAL machines may be bought little
expect
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purity and uniform quality !
justice
talk.
It vas to hear the
Ai d his n n soul waa his for evermore
von such liberal terms that they actually
W. II. Biivlle In the Spectator.
A Haverford boy said to the learned
nay for themselves. catalogue and man
during the lull In conversation:
Send todsr for new
COFFEE, the LEADER OF
"Will you please tell me. sir, what
Before and After Taking.
name of nearest local agent.
Is the extreme penalty for bigamy?"
a small town In New York two
In
ALL PACKAGE COFFEES, Is ol
The De Uval Separator Co. Justice Hrewer smiled and an- families live, one bearing the r.nme ot
74 Certlaaet Street
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laae.iph 4 Cansí It. I
necessity
unilorm In quality,
Steele and the other of Stole. They
I
"Two mothers In law."
Wtw yorh
Chicago
are friends, and frequently appear at
strength and flavor. For OVDt A
the same gatherings.
Ql'AlTDl OF k CENTL1Y, LION COFFEE
lated during the winter. Doctor R. V.
Not long ago an evening house afof the Invalid
Ploren, tho found.-has been the standard collec In
fair was given at which a stranger
lintel and Surgical Institute, and a phyfrom Illinois was present. When the
sician of large experience and practice,
millions ot homes.
was the Hrst to make up an ofrcnirfre
usual Introductions were to be made
of
t
herbs
barks,
and
withrxfnii
roK
Mr. Steel nnd Mr. Stole chanced to b
out A I'AKTH I.K or AI.C'.illol. OH NAR- LION COFFEE U caretally packed
sit t 'tig side by side.
C'otics, which purities the blood and
I our laclorlea, aad uatll opcsi4 1st
tones up the stomach and the entire
I
Mr.
present
Steele,"
",ay
said the
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Miscellaneous.
Intereit Crowing la Live
StocK Show.
a hand to the tempted.
Lend a hand to souls in the shadows.
That interest in the first annual New
Lend a hand to those who are often Mexico Live stock show is growing just
as rapidly as the Fair association could
misjudged.
Lend a hand to the soul crushed with desire, is demonstrated by the interest
the New Mexico weekly papera are takunspeakable loss.
ing in the event The Weekly News
Lend a hand to the poor fighting the
says:
"Every day brings additional
wolf from the door.
encouragement for the live stock exhiI .end a hand to those whose lives are bition
at the fair in Albuqueaque next
narrow and cramped.
September."
Lend a hand to the boy struggling
This !b but one of the many comments
bravely to culture the mind.
of similar character which serve to
Lend a hand to the young people show one of the big features of the
whose homes are cold and repelling.
twenty-fift- h
fair.
Lend a hand to those whose surround:
ings are steadily pulling them down.
Harry Young met with an accident
nearly cost him his life. While
that
Lend a hand to the prodigal sister.
you must drink life's gall.
riding
the range his horse fell on him,
Her
life is as precious as that of the
Feast, and your hulls are crowded;
and as an after result, an abscess was
prodigal
brother.
I Fast, and the world goes by.
which necesitated surgical treatLend a hand to the eirl who works. formed
Succeed and give, and it helps you live,
ment.
Dr. Steed performed the operaworks; works and knows nothing of
lint no man can help die.
tion successfully, and he is now reporrecreation and rest.
rThere is room in the hulls of pleasure
ted recovering rapidly. Harry is at
Lend a hand an open hand, a warm
For a large and lordly train,
Mr. McDaniels' on Silver avenue.
hand, a strong hand, an uplifting hand,
But one by one we must all file on
Through the narrow aisles of pain.
a hand filled with mercy and help.
laugh, and the worM laughs with 'you;
j Weep, and you weep alone!
or the sad old earth must borrow its
mirth,
But has trouble enough of its own.
jing and the hills will answer;
I Sigh, it is lost on the ai- rrhe echoes bound to a joyful sound,
j But shrink from voicing core.
Rejoice, and men will seek you.
I Grieve, and they turn and go.
They want full measure of all your
pleasure,
!
But they do not need your woe.
lie glud, and your friends are many;
I Be sad, and you lose them all.
There are none to decline your nectar'd

Lend

!wine,

How Shall Wt Celebrate.
Most of the principal towns in the
Uuited States have, by ordinance, said
to the small boy: "No more firecracker
shooting on the fourth of July." We
wish some of our citizens would rise
mid tell us how t
celebrate Uncle
S.un's coining birthday. We began, in
our boyhood years, celebrating with a
I jiounder
howitzer; and after we burst-f- l
thut, giunt firecrackers mude it very
toixl substitute for the old cannon's
noise. Then an ordinance knocked
them out; and then a "bunch" of Chinese crackers set oft" in a tin can, tied
to a dog's tail, furnished "us boys" a
little patriotic excitement; and now
thut is all gone, and there seems to be
nothing left for us on that day of all
days but to hear some one reud the
Declaration of Independence, and then
go home and study our Sunday School
button. Both are all right, but they
don't "celebrate." Say, boys, let's go
out to the Florida mountains, fill some
old tunnel with dynamite, and "get up"
u noitie, an earthquake, a general
and a celebration, "all to

once."
Found

a Cure for Dyspepsia.

S. Lindsay, of Fort Williams.
Ontario, Canada, who has suffered quite
Mrs.

Tht Passing of The Home.
The passing of the home is the saddest phenomenon of modern city life.
The tenement house, which we seek to
dhguise under the name of "flat," is a
most wretched substitute (or the humblest of homes. That our people endure
them is an indication of degeneracy, as
it will unquestionably be the cause of a
more rapid descent. It iamorrally certain that the vigor of the race ran be
mantained only ly personal contact
with the mother earth from which we
sprang, which nourishes us to her bosom
when we die. Why this is, perhaps no
me knows but it is within the knowl
edge of all that the vigor of the city is
constantly recruited from country life.
Todeprive children of daily contact with
the soil is a sin.
The evil of the tenement house was
not reulized until it passed from the
slums, because few of us know how the
other half lives. It is perhaps not so
desperate a misfortune to those who
live by manual labor, for they get their
contact with earth in other ways, and
their children, lees vexed by the conventions of society, find access to the
soil by some means anil pass, while still
young, to the oeeuimlHn of their parents. The most terrible effect of the
tenement house is in the famlies of the
"salaried" class as distinguished from
tho"wage eirner" and who flit from
flat to flat, Beldom staying long enough
anywhere for homo associations to be
formed. Thre can perhaps be no home
associations worthy the name which are
of open
not connected with a piet-ground in the sole possession of the
family. It would seem thut in our larger cities this privilege can no longer
be enjoyed except by th rich.

a number of years from dyspepsia and
great pains in f "ie stomach, was advised
by her drugr' i to take Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. She did
so and says, "1 find they have done me
a great deal of good. I huve never hud
any suffering since I began using
them." If troubled with dyspepsiu or
indigestion why not take these tablets,
get well and stay well?
The laxative effect of Chamberlain's
Stomach und Liver Tablets is so agreeNorway and Sweden
able and so natural that you do not
realize it is the effect of medicine.
loose."

J. SI.OAT Fakdet, Prea'L
John Cokhktt, Vice 1'iWt.

have "jarred

Persons wanting a first class man for
house and yard cleaning and general
repair work are requested to call at

this

SUNSET HOTEL

Jnst What Everyone Should Do.
Mr. J. T. Barber of Irwinville, Ga.,
always keeps a bottle of Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Dirrhoea Remedy at
hand ready for instant use. Attacks of
colic, cholera morbus and diarrhoea
come on so suddenly that there is no
time to hunt a doctor or go to the store
for medicine. Mr. Barber says: "I
have tried Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy which is one of
the best medicines I ever saw, I keep
a bottle of it in my rooms as I have
had several attacks of colic and it has
proved to be the best medicine I ever

New and Well Ventilated.
Cool

and Comfortable Rooms

El.ctrle
ad

On

used."

Indigestion Causes
Catarrh of the

Tiltphon.
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Sldt Sllv.r Avtnu.
Block From Depot

T. B. BIRTRONG Prop.

Stomach.
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Saloon
A. K. LITTLE,

fro..

Finest Wines
Liquors and
Cigars

Kodol Dyspepsia Ouro
rellsvei all Inflammation
The beat disinfectant of til In sunlight.
It deatroya by it very briRhtnm all aorta
of Rrrm and at the mime time helps the
plant and animal life,
f;rowth ofhave
noticed that mould prows
during the night and In dark, damp cellar.
Ilright RunliKht quickly dratroyt germs,
mould or otl'rr organism. That is why it
is best to let the aunlight into your house
for it purifying influence.
At the Invalid' Hotel and Surgical Institute, Huflalo, N. Y.. Dr. Pierce, chief consulting Kiirgcnn, Marled experiments, fonic
three yen's ago, with the r'insen light in
in the treatconjunction with the
ment of disease. He got excellent result:)
therefrom, and wa among the first to adapt
tliis remarkable cure to many case which
it was formerly uppot.ed must of necehity
be treated br the knife.
Not only is Dr. K. V. Pierce notable for
his surgical achievement at hi hospital in
Múflalo, but nearly a third of a century ago
he discovered certain root and herb
which were nature' remedie, and succeeded in putting them up in a form that
would be easily procured and ready to use.
This be cailcd Dr. Pierce' ('.olden' Medical
Diirovery. It maintain the patient nutrition by enabling him to eat, retain, digest
and assimilate nutrition food. It overcome gastric irritability and symptoms of
indigestion, and in this way
hradaches, etc., are done away with.
It fortifies the body against the tprrm of
consumption, grip and malaria, it builds
up the tissue and puts on healthy flesh.
Those desiring to know something about
the body in health and diease, also medicine and surgery, without technicalities,
should read the "Common Sense Medical
Adviser," which can be had for 31 rents in
book,
one cent stamps for the
Addresa Dr. K. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

Walms.

W. C.

For many years it has been supposed thai
Catarrh of the Stomach caused indigestion
and dyspepsia, but the truth Is exactly the
opposite. Indigestion causes catarrh. Repeated attacks of indigestion Inflames the
mucous membranes lining the stomach and
exposesthe nerves of thestomach, thus caus
ing the glands to secrete mucin Instead ot
This Is
the Juices of natural digestion.
called Catarrh of the Stomach.

of the mucous
membranes lining the stomach, protects the
nerves, and cures oaa Dream, sour risings,
a sense of fullness after eating, Indigestion,
dvsDeosia snd all stomach troubles.

Always in
StocK

Kodol Digests What You Eat
Make the stomacn aweet.
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Foreign exchange and Mexican money bought and sold.
Money to loan on good security at current rates of interest.

Dealer in live stock, Ojo Caliente
anch. Janos, Chihuahua, Mexico.

Fine new stock of staple
and fancy groceries, also
best candies etc.
CHINESE and JAPAN-ES- E
fancy articles at lowest prices.
Mahoney,Bldg. Silver Avenue,

Deming,
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Best roadbed and equipment facilities.
Absolutely pood service;
Quick ami comfortable.
Finest and best service to all point
North and East.
Makes Rood connections at Kansas
City Chicago and for all other
large eastern cities.
Meals served at our handsome Harvey Hotels and aré under the
mannirpment of the noted
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Dining Car Service on all Trains.

cloth-houn-

ELLIS BROS.

The Banll of Deming

lf

office.

How quickly a deflection widens into
a digression. Sooner than we think a
tendency may become a habit.

MANUFACTURED BY

U II. Brown, Cashier.
A. C, liAITIIKL Au't (Villicr.

For Re.it.
Frame house Sree rooms, nearly new
one-hablock
and, fenced, and well
of good water, .nquire of

j

rr

ACITDC CURE

RMÜrlATISM, OrrS, SPRAINS,
CÜKN5, BUN- -

!5afi,luisEiV CONTRACT
STIf t JOINTS, FSOSTIO F1T,

ED KVSCLES, LAMI BACK,
BUXMS, SCALDS, ETC

AN ANTISEPTIC that stops Irritation,
mation and drives out Pain.

subdues

Inft&m

PENETRATES the Pores, loosens the Fibrous Tissues. pro- motes a free circulation of the Blood, giving the Muscles natural
elasticity.
,

i
1

CURED OF PARALYSIS

"n

Comfortable Day Coaches and
Free Chair Cars; Pullman Palare and
Tourist Sleepers; The Uest Dinin.
Service In the World.
For other details and full information write or call
W. R. BROWN, D. F. & P. A.
Texaa,
El Paso.
T. J. WHISENAND Agt,
Deminsr, N. M.

TOM

W. S. Bailey, P. O. True, Teias, writes: "My
wife had been suffering five years with paralysis in
her arm, when I was persuaded to use Ballard's
8now Liniment, which effected a complete cure. X
have also used it for old sores, frost bites and skin
eruptions. It does the work."
BEST LINIMENT

OH

ONCE TRIED, ALWAYS
EARTH
ALL SUBSTITUTES

MED

RLFtSE

THIULE SIZES: 25c, 50c nd $1.00
I

f

LIINIMSNT CO.
BALLARD SNOW
LOUIS,
S.
ST.

U.

A.
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Palace Drug Store, Irvine
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Local and Personal
Fine assortment of pressed cut glaaa,

for sale cheap at the store of.
Killinper & Co.
Mrs. C G. Anderson, left Monday for
Hachita to visit her old friend, Mrs.
Tom Brown.
Mr. It. C. Crowell has accepted
position with Judge Walton, of Silver
City.
Arthur Merrill, ho has been attending military school at Booneville, Mo.,
returned home this week. "Captain"
or "Col." which?
The rains and washouts to the north
of us caused a Santa Fe delay of twelve
hours Wednesday.

Religions Serricei.
At the services of the Presbyterian
Church on Sunday th pastor win
preach in the morning on the theme
Evening
"Freedom through Christ,
theme, "Paul the Christian.,,
The En leavor service at 7:15 o'clock
will be led by Mrs. Rush, subject,
'Minor Moralities."
The Endeavor society of the Presbyterian Church is planning a patriotic
social for the night of July 4th. The
plan is to hold the social out of doors on
the church grounds. A program of
music and addresses is to be arranged
that will be of interest and pleasure to
all who will come.
Married.
Wednesday at 7:30 p. m, Mr. Jesus
Montes and Miss Tereza Ribera, of
Deming, at the Spanish M. E. church,
Rev. D. Costales performed the ceremony. The Presiding Elder also made
a few remarks. Refreshments were
served at the home of the bride. Mr.
and Mrs. Montes will reside in Deming.

Williams, son of Mrs. Rutherford,
has come to Deming to spend the summer with his mother.

Pat, Kelly, contracter for the Santa
Fe Co., is this week grading at bridge
No 30, this side of Silver City.
A camping party made up of G. G's.,
G. B's., old and young, leaves today for

For

the Florida to be absent two weeks.

Sale. Nine acres,
2 windmills, 2
wells,
3

tanks, 1 gasoline engine, fruit trees,
grape vines; one half mile from Deming. Call at Mrs. Barney Martin's.
een
Wilson's Ranch an
my iesidence m Deming May 11, 1005 a
nice red woolen blanket with
black stripes on one end, used as saddle blanket. Any information will be
greatfully recieved.
Cook Chapman.
LosT-Betw-

ABOUT THAT TRIP EAST.!
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Have you investigated the advantages
of a journey via

j

i

üñe Golden State Limited
--

Notice to Debtors.
All parties knowing themselves indebted to the firm of J. P. Byron & Son
are requested to call on Judge Chapman
and settle their accounts without further delay. The books of the firm are
in his hands.

)

If not let us send you our descriptive pamphlets. "The Way Cook of the Golden
State Limited" and "The Golden State
Limited." A postal card with your name
and address will bring them, gratis.
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The Finest Equipped Train in the States'

Dinner Sets, latest styles, just re
ceived,

Killingeri
Urs.

E. E

Wh

j

Co.

A. N. BROWN, Gen'l Tass, Agt.

Graham,

EL PASO.
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At the home of Mrs. A. H. Thompson, will do Facial work, Manicuring,
Face steaming and Massaging. Will
keep all kinds of toilet articles on sale.
The patronage of the public is
solicited.

THE EVENT OF LAST WEEK.
Two weeks ago we announced that
The New Mexican Sunday School
Notice by Publication.
convention, that was to meet in Dem-in- Miss Jennie Chapman and Dr. Beeson,
Piatrict Court of the Third Jutlirlat Diswas held at Albuquerque this of Wauchula, Florida, would be married trict of the Territory of New Mexico, within and
for th County of i.una.
on the 14th. The contracting parties
week.
Max Kkuht, Trustor
1'UinÜIT N(X
l06 ToTtcmun
Miss May Clark.returoed from Las survived the intervening time, there
Cruces
Sha Hm been in atten- was no "slip between the cup and the N. 8. Rock, 'Defendant. '
The above named rinfemlant. ia hereby no' i (led
dance at the Sisters school for the past lip," and tho wedding at the Presbythat a complaint haa bren filed by the above
year.
him in (aid court, that
terian church at the day and hour pre- named plamtilf,
being the Court In which laid cauae U pendinr
The person who held th lucky num- viously announced, was the event of that the poneral object of uid action and relief
prayed for by plaintiff i the furecloaur? of a cerber (fiOO) at the drawing held at J. A. the week.
by uid defend,
tain Chattel MorUnuro. execu
Mahoney's store, has not put in an
no
were
There
formal invitations, all ant. N. 3. Kom. on theilet day of April. A. L)..
appearance.
lyo4,tn error, the payment of a certain prtmaiy
the bride's many friends were gener- note mail by theaaxl N. S. Roae; that the plaintiff
that there la due on aaid chattel mnrtitnire
Harry M. Ashton, linotype operator, ally invited, and the house was filled; rUima
ami note, the aum ot Tnree Hundred and Fifty
during
doliara
with InK'reet thereon from the aaid 21at
for
her
left yesterday for Whitcomb Springa,
residence here of one
day of April,
the late of 12 per cent, per
where he will spend a few weeks. and one-ha.years, her activities in annum with the atadditional
attorney 'a fee of
Thirty-livthe
artille mentioned in the
dollar:
-- Morning Journal. 11th.
society,' in church and Sunday school,
chattel mortiraire to nerure aaid promi-aiir- y
note,
have won the hearts of our good people and which plaintiff eevkt to forecloaa in tliia auit,
Base ball comes next in public interia described a follow,
be hard to find a
in
The printin plant of the "Deming Graphic."
est. The Las Cruces team will play andrit
connieling of one 13 h 1'J (ionlon preaa; one imptr
vicinity
this
having
more
friends
t.ian
the Deming Blues on Sunday, and the
cultor, one hand etapl.r; three iimoainir atoaea.
three double news ntantl; one proof preai: ievvn
Las Vegas club will play the Yellow Jennie Chapman.
caara body type; twenly-ai- x
caeea diap av tyi:
groom's
The
B. one hundred and fifty pounda lead and
were
attendants
W.
allí; ai
Kids on Monday next.
ireieye:mallelt,iiam-iaquoina.
and other tlt'i-.i- i
King, E. P. Dozier, Jas. Diamond and
for mak-- up;bra columna and head r jle, dinnr ,
Rev. Leandro Fernandez, P. E. of W. K. Fowler. The maids, all arrayed etc: for mukiiir up of four pawn, rive co.um,
El Paso District, visited this place this in picture hats, were Miss FMa Beeson, pane.'; ollica furniture conaintinit of de.ik; (
tallica, three chaira, two atoóla, one atuve, job
week. Quarterly conference will be sister of the bridegroom, and Mrs. M. atoek on hand to an amount of one hnndre I jo .
lam in vU), aaid prnamul property being aituntt
held Thursday night at the. Spanish 'C. Rush, sister of the bride, Miss Lliza in the "W'allia"
frainu building-- , aituated on lot
tan and eleven, in bkx k numlicn d
Methodist church.
beth Waddill, Miss Lillian Smith, Miss numbered
aeventy-nin- e
a Survey, addition to tie
of the
Town of Iteming, Cjunty and Ternnry af.irenuid
Rev. R. M. Craig, wall known to the Dessie Kendrick. Miss Julia Watkins,
Anil the told dvtunilanl la further notified tna'
un'e.M he entera hia appearance in aaid cauie on
good people of Deming. has been ap- Miss Jimmy Rice and Grace Koontz
or Iw.'ure Friday the 4th day of Auirutii. A. l.
The
bridesmaids
were
all
"armed"
nun. juuirmeni will be ruiKlemi In aaid rauar
pointed Superintendent of Presbyterian
ajrainM him br default.
mission schools of the United States, with white and pink hollyhocks, and
Name and addreaa of nla ntifra attnmev a A.
i'ollarJ, lAimiii, l.una County, New Mexico.
with headquarters in New York, and white crepe rice bags, the latter being W.irat
publication June IHtn, l'juñ.)
tr
indispensable
a
such
on
weapon
oc
an
liy WILLIAM K. MARTIN ( crk.
has already left New Mexico fo. the
18--1 1.
John Lemon. Deputy.
casion.
east.
At the appointed time Mrs. Hallie
The new flyer between New York and
Ward, who was completely hidden beChicago has broken the record for
d
hind a bank of fljwere and evergreens
speed. One stretch of 135 miles
PAUL HOETZEL, Prop.
on the organ platform, sang a beauti
was made in 115 minutes; one of4G7
ful solo, a poem from Ben Hur, "Wake
(Successor to E. F. Filer.)
miles in
minutes, and near Ada, Not, But Hear Me
Kt the
Love."
Ohio, three miles were covered in
conclusion of tho song, Mrs. Ward
eighty-fiv- e
seconds.
Bread. Pie, Cakta. CeoKIet. t.. Melt.. .a.
played Longhren's Wedding March and CefTee
CaKei, lella,
te, le. FRKSH
Bicycle repairing promptly and neatly the wedding party filed In.
evby íuir.
done. A full stock of "bike" sundries.
Kev. I. ltopping, in an impressive
and pleasing manner performed the
Killinger & Co.
Orders from groceries, camps,
Large, cool, airy rooms for rent ceremony, after which there was u
and
country stores promptly fill
brief
in
reception
a
the vestibule where
across street from Episcopal church,
in
rice
was
evidence,
and
then
ed.
the
Let
us book you for a
four blocks west of post office. Hot
party
Golden
for
started
the
State
and cold baths, fine lawn, porches and
Limited train which was to carry t hem
13 tf
abundant shade. Brick house.
toward
their Florida home. A host of
Also furnished rooms for light housejolly friends were at the train, and
keeping.
there was another shower or rather
Mrs. Petty.
downpour of rice. Their trunks and
E. L. Social.
dress suit cases had been cared for by Goods at Closing out Prices
The Epworth League Uwn social last friends, the eases deckel with initials
evening at the Waddill home was very of both bride and groom, with hearts Having purchased of Lee
largely attended and was in every way united, all of rice, and their trunks
Shipn the entire stock of
a pleasant and enjoyable occasion. covered with bows of pink and white,
hp
The Major and Mrs. Wad.lil1 spared no while from every strap dangled an old gooas at
.rpains to entertain the company and shixi.
RacKet Store in Deming,
make every one feel at home for the
The bride carried a boqjet of white
We are oiTenng them for
evening. The grounds were illuminated carnations which she threw from' tl
sale
at Mr. Shipp's closwith Japanese lanterns, the ice crean the car window as the train rolled away
ing
out
prices to make
was excellent and was, liberally patron- from the station, which wa3 caught by
ized, tho League added over $:2, to its the lucky G. G. who will "soon be
room for NEW GOODS.
funds, and despite the threatening bride," and we trust as happy as she
clouds and distant thunder the Social who
threw the flowers from the
was a complete success.
win low.
f.
Grover Son
ho bride whom we call "Mlsi
The Luna Lead Cos. Smelter blew in
yesterday for business. All the pre- Jennie" no more was reared in Mor
paratory work is practically completed, ganfield, Ky., and came to Deming
there is plenty of ore in the bins and where her father, Judge Chapman, re
tno gi in sight to keep the smelter sides, and is loved and honored by all JAMES R. WADDILL
who know her. Many were the gifts she
going for months.
ATTORNEY A COUNSELOR
received from her church, Sunday
Dr. Parr, who is with the Green PlaNew Mexico
srnooi ana i nenas, not so much as Demmp;,
cer Mining Co. of Mexico, stopped oft bridal presents as testimonials
of
the
two days ago in our town, enroute to his
place she held in the hearts of the A. W. rOLLARD,
old home at Washington, Indiana.
lie
stopped'over here to call on some pa- givers,
ATTORNEY-AT-LA- W
tients of his father who are here lor
Dr. Beeson is a practicing physicbn,
OiTice
In Mahoncy block.
their health.
senior partner of the Wauchula Drug
Co., and is one of Wauchula's prosper Spruce St.
Deming N. M
Administrator's Notice.
men.
ous
business
In the Probate Court of Luna County, New
Mexico.
iving nearu ana busy nanas pre B. Y. McKEYES
In the Matter of
Bargains in Real Estate,
pared the church for the occasion
Notice of final hearing.
the Kntateof Cam
Conveyancer,
Notary Public
hej
I
WerG
6
Verdant banks, and an
Notice ia hw-hriven that the umleraletwH i
adtmni-tratof theealateof .Sam Konr. deceaaed, abundance OÍ White and 1 1 A fit
Wer
ar Deminjr
New Mexii
liMa ntniieretl and DlfMn'Ui tur
vlLm. mA
filed in aaid Court the final account of hia admin- - tistIC ally arranged, all silent and ploaS- of the high estimation A. A.
p. m . "ih.T" lrn, W testimonia,
o jÜ w SiTZi
TEMKE.
at Ufninr. in aatd Counly of In which the bride WSS held.
Room of anid
Luna, haa bevn appointed by aui.l Court fur the
Attorney-At-La- w.
xanunation and allowance or aaid account.
W Brn
the, KJaur TW.l
Lwt.-at Deminc, New Mexico, thia l.'th day of
Office with Judge Cooke Chapman
June, l'juj.
latest drop head style Sewing Machine.
Ha Fono.
Latest and best.
Killinger & Co.
CityHfalL
Dcminj;, N. M
Administrator,
Hit.
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Deming Mercantile Co.

o

t

t

to-da-

Groceries and Hardware,
Hay. Grain and Flour

1

Fancy groceries a specialty. Agent for the famous
-:
Chase and Sandbom's Teas and Coffees
-:
:-

Dentin;

:-

:- -:

New Mexico.

lf

e

pe.-so-

n

A

,

NEW

rail-roa-

BAKERY.

i.
i

Professional Cards.

w

mins

WALLIS

C.

v

s?

nave in

StocK Mills

From 6 to

18

feet

Lumber, Hay,
Hardware
Gasoline Engines
EASTMAN

V

t

!

H
f

KODAIivS.

All Styles and Sizes from $2.00 Up.

Films, Dry Plates, Printing Papers,

Mounts etc.

Also

Guitars
Violins

Mandolins vf nnn.n
Accordions, etc., etc.

The Best Line of Strings and
Trimmings always in Stock.

V

t

W. P. TOSSELL

Deming

UAq

-

Jeweler.o.

Mew

Mo-ir-

N. A. BOLICH.
Dry Goods, Clothinc'.
o

DEALER IN

Firearms and Ammcnltion.
Harr.cn and Saddlery.
-- agent ko- r-

'

1

.

Í; J'

'

f.
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Sells U3 STAR windmills made in all!
sizes and styles, also Uñe LEADER wind-- '

i

or

lirt

ll

111
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Terms Cash Only.

a

'I
.

A CASH DEAL

J.

..I

'

Dally

-

f

t

1

--

,

Customer.

ft."

Vaaa.

1771

Frll',nbl

Saddles
Whips and Spars.
Navajo EUaHets.

o

Cants' Fornlshlntf Goods.
Caps, Boots and Shots.

Hts,

-- MAKER O- FH. A. B. Cowboy

Sand for

toot.
H.asnrr lanS.

it

